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the substrate, an optical fiber plaeedin the first groove;

and at least one second groove diagonally formed Si

across the optical fiber. Furthermore, the optical device
*

includes an optical member inserted in the second

groove, having a surface which reflects or diffracts at

FIG. 1A

least a part of light propagating through the optical fiber.

A photodetector is placed at a position where light which

is reflected or diffracted by foe optical member is

^ received. 'As, a result, an miniaturized optical device
,;

having a low Ibss and nigh reliability can be provided at

low cost.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to an optical device

connected to an optical fiber transmission line, capable
otreceiving or transmitting/receiving a light signal, and
a method for producing the same. .

BACKGROUND ART ' / '.

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) enables a
transmission .capacity of an optical traremission^sy^tem

to be increased. It also rrealizes bidirectional transmis-

sion and simultaneous,transmission of differentJands of

signals. Thus, the WDM is capable of flexibly 'meeting

service requirements in an
(
optical transmissionjSystem,

and is applicable to various optical transmission sys-

tems such as a relay-transmission system, a subscriber

, yi
system, and

?

a local arQa transr^iission syjst^m. ^..^

-v s
, jn recent years, in partipqlar, optical SMb^crjber sys-

, sterns which transmit multichannel video .information

and data from a central statiqn,.to households through

. . optical ftoers.have be^n. proppsetj-and studied' These
systems require a plurality pf photodetectprs for simulta-

neously r^eiying different kindsj of light signals which
are multiplexed in wavelength at s^b^ribers

;

household
.terminals.^.ancj' ..iightremitting^'ievic^! forVsending
requests and data from householdsJo the, central sta-

tipn
:
For example, adevice used for ftiis purpose is dis:

; closed -Jn "'a .^erehce ~\
lt
Jloisr^rna et ^l. f "High-'

^performance compa^ module
for passive double starsubscriber systems". Journal of

r Lightv^veT^hnqlogy, vol,,13 f Jslo. 3. jVlarqh 1995).
'

Figure 36,shows a conventional example of.3 .light-,

receiying^optical device which is applicableJp'bidiFec-

, . tjonai'sigraffe disclosed in

>:
a^panese L^d-Opeh patent Publication No. 6-331837.

:
Z ri

Asihdwp i^;Figurp
?

3^/in ^!?. device, a
;

fir|t qptical

,\ fiter ?6l2^ar^,a.?econd. optical. fiber 20l4farej?oupled
'Tn^series with a gap (about 4evjeral .pm) ther^rwi^sn.

(

,vQne end
r
of the first optipal fiber 2012 is pufbbiiqtiely

. ^ with respect to ari opticaJ axis and prov|d^.yvith a s^mi-
" transparent and semi-reflective surface 4011 which

. t
reflects apart of^a light signal and passes the remaining

"part. Simiiarlylorie en^
is cut obiig'uely with respect to an optical axis and pro-

dded with a semi-transparent and semj-refiec^e. sur-

face 2013 wfiich riefledte\a, part of
!t
a light sigriaL and

passes the remaininig part,/ ^ /, /
?

_ The first and second optical fibers ^Oi^and^d^
'

'are^ arrangedJn such'a mariner that the, serrii'-transpar-

.ehtand semi-refleptive surface 2013 of the second opti-

cal fiber faces"the semi-transparent and serni-reflective

. surface 2011 of the _(Wroptj6al* fiber 2012 and the

respective optical axes are linearly aligned/

r . .
A light signal prbpagaVgjrom the right side of the

t drawing is reflected by. the se>mi-transparent arid semi-

70

/5.

refjectiye ^ur^qe 201 1 of the first optical fiber 2012 and
* output from.the .optical fiber 201 2. A first photodiode
2015;Is placed along a path of the light signal and
receives the light signal to generate,an electric signal.

A light signal propagating from the left side of the
. drawing is reflected by the semi-transparent -and semi-
reflective surface 201 3 of the second optical fiber 2014
and output from the optical fiber 2014. A second photo-
diode 2016 is placed along a path of the light signal and
receives the light signaLto generate an electric signal.

In the conventional optical device, a semi-transpar-
ent and semkeflec$ive

;
surface is directly formed on the

djagoriallyrcut facet of each optical fiber. Because of
this. (1) a special cutting is required to be conducted
with, respect to the facet of ari optical fiber so as to make
Jt srrk^ an optical fber after

diagpnafty cutting it; is required,' .^urtherrnore. (2) in

ordqr toJbrrn
(4
a s^mj:transparerirt and semi-reflective

slirfece on the facet.of an pptical fiber, it is required to
form a thiji film dry the facet pf tije optical fiber The step
oi iriserfing^arj qptical fiber intp'.a thin film deposition

apparatus such a^jk.yaquum depbsition apparatus and
xt^ositing^ etthiri film/on the Jfacet . o^ the optical fiber

decreases production throughput.
**

r.-.r J9:!^^n
r
the e^ll

?
s

..
of two different optical fibers

iare separately cut diagonally with respect to optical

axes^ ^d thep, ,arr
t^g the

f ,
;

re^.edive ppti^^^^ (3) it is

requfred'to adjust the opticai^axes with* high precision;

s W$ fr&. •

RWagatjqri ipss b^een two optical

^er£isjkd£to.#^ the optical

axes arid the' transmission loss' is varied depending

r
,upon,d^ difference in

refractive ir^ex "between the optical fibers and the air

^under^tfoe cgr^rtfprUhat the opticaJ axes of two optical

r^er^\are\^gnM:~eyeh with" an optical, fiber gap of

about' several jira therefore, signal light is refracted in

;
thergap, ^nq theJranjsmjssipn loss js likely to greatly

„/npr^se^r^; // \

K
/ " '

' "
'

The,j)re^ent irivention has^b^e^acfiLev^ed in view of

thjB
r
^^eri^^ and its obj^ctiye

r is to

provide a bompapt, integrated, an^jigrrt-weight i^cal
.

:

d^ic^.with irrt^r%

..' ^ ArfetKer */ec%^
vide a bidir^^pnarbptical^^ connected to an ppti-

v cpl ftoer trag^mi^jon transmitting a
,\ light signqf, arff jat mejhc^j for pr<^ucing the same.

DlSCLbsU RE OF tHE Ir^VEr^Ti'oisI ;

^ ^
An optjcal device of the present invention incliides:

i
a'suSstrajte^t-le^st.p^ groove( formed pn the sub-
strate; ari optical fiber provided in the first groove; and at

least qn^ ^e<^d groove .diagonally traversing the bpti-

55
(

cal fto6r. The device^further includes ari optical member
which is, insertedjn the ,second groove and has a sur-

,
face reflecting or diffracting at least a ^rt of light prpp-

agatingthrougrifrie, optical fiber.
!

*
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In a preferred embodiment; a ^aferiaPh'aving a

refractive index n
r
which is almost %cfuSl to a refractive

index n
f
of a core portion of the opticaPftber

1

is embed-

ded at least between the optica! member'ahd meoptical

fiber in the second groove. : * *
x y' 5

- In a preferred embodiment* there is a r^fationship:

0.9<{n ^n
f
)<1 .1 between the refrabtive index n

r
and

the refractive index n
f
.

:
'

:

*
\

In a preferred embodiment, the material having the

'

refractive index n
r
is made of resin.

In a preferred^embodiment, the material having the

refractive index nr is made of UV-curable resin.*

In an embodiment, minute unevenness ls present

on an inner wall of the second groove.
'

In an embodiment, the* i^ticafmerrrber selectively

reflects light haying a wavelength in srs^e^ed range.

In an embodiment, the optidlf m^mbfer seie&ryely

passes light having a wavelenigth irfa sheeted range.

/In a preferred embodiment, the optical member

included a base m^de of a m^eri^ having
1

a refractive

ihdex
A

nb and adiel&tric multi-la^er fifm^rm^d on the

base, "and there is a relj£tidn^ip: 6^9^(n^
f
)il.1

" between the refractive index
1

'n£and ttie>efrabtive ihdex

In an embodiment, the surface of the optical mem- *

berjri&i a diffractipn grating!' ' ^ /
J

^ !

1

In'an en±Kxdimeint. the substrate
1

is made of arte-
rial which is transparent to' sidhaf light propaijjating

through tfie optical fiber. ; ' /
Ui
; ; /;1 ;

f
.

,

'

fn an erttt^imerft. the sub&t&te is m^d^bf £}l|ss.

ifi* dn ^r^odihieW; thW^^bsfratl
,

^is"
i

rrtade' of

cer&mip.
.

,

In ah SmbcxJimfent/me substriate is made oT'a.sem-

iconductor. v . .

:

. s , ,
;
_ . ^ .

v
in apreferr^ a .normal to' the surace"

/of th6;pptic4r^e^P?r is' hot paralteito sir? optic|i'a59^ of

"the optical fi(>Sr: \ f

:t

^
r
^ ] t I*

'

J .

'
!

* In a preferred 6mBotfnteVi£ the secdhd groove is

tilted with respect to an upper surface of; the suE^trate.
r

In ^h^ienrtt^inHent^ki^^'bne^^al element"

which receives light reflected or^di^raU^J by ttre' opti<»l

' member is provided oh the substra^fe-
^

~\
.

In an
.

jkii^lS^i^eiifl Wt
w
1esdLdt i^e^sjgOTr^ Ji^ti€^I*die-

me^t which" receives jigfr [passedI' through' the optical

member is furtfier provided on the Substrate.
'

r
r

'

"in an embddimerit, the substrain has "an tfpper Sur-

face and a bottom surface, and the^device further

includes: a first photodetertor^wftjehJs.provided on the

bottom surface of the
v
substrate

r and
r

"receives" light
^

reflected or diffracted by the optical member; and a sec- * so

/ ond photodetector which is provided /on the* upper sur-

face of the substrate and receives light rklerted' or

diffracted 6y the optical member. /
:

Jn an embodiment. tWe'substrate fias an upper^sur-
^

face and d/bbttom surface on which a^
reflecto? is ss

attachedrand the device farther inefcides: a first photo-

detector which is provided oh the upfjer surface of the

substrate and receives light reflected ordiffracted b/the

20

25*

30

35*

40

45~

optical member; and a second photodetector which is

provided on the upper surface of the substrate and

receives light reflected or diffracted by the optical mem-

ber via the reflector.

The above-mentioned substrate has an upper sur-

face, a bottom surface, and a plurality of side surfaces,

and the device further includes: a first photodetector

which is provided on one of the plurality of side surfaces

of the substrate and receives light reflected or diffracted

by the optical member; and a second photodetector

which is provided on another side surface of the plurality

:
of -side surfaces' of the substrate 'and receives light

' reflected orxJiffracted by the optical member.
;

In ah embodiment, the optical element is a photo-

detector which generates an electric signal iri accord-

ance witrS received light.

"fri a preferred embodiment, the photodetector is

fixed bnto the substrate.

' in a preferred embodiment, a material having a
refractiv^lndei n

p
which is himost ecfual to a refractive

index h/of a core pdrtion of the optical ffcrer is embed-

ded between a light-receiving surface of the phbjode-
:l
tectbr'and^ihe substrate."

In an 4mbodim6'rit, a low reflectance film is formed

on the light-receiving surface of the photodetector:'
v ;

in', an embodiment. ' the number of the second

groov4 is plural, and optical members having different

filter; characteristic^ are inserted in the plurality of sec-

ond grooves, rf3Spe?ctively.

" ;/ " In;aW Embodiment, the nurnber of the first groove is

jDlbral, the! nurhber of^ the second groove is singular, and

the 'single^ sfecon^ groove travels thel' plurality of first

grooves.
; . . ;_;_T .

" In kh embCKjiment. the'numb^r pf the ffrst groove is

'

pluYal, ar^th^ plurality of first grodvesTare arranged on

the' substrate
*'

n ; In ari bmbcklim^ht a third ^rdbvW if.termed on the

kbbstrate in a direction crossing mfefiifefgroove, anifther

^tidai fibei
;

provided in thfe third c|rb0v^ and light
1

refleirfkl ordiffracted by'the optical m^mbW'is coined

With^Sriother optical fiber!" /
0lS>

* " "'
;

^
In an embodiment, lasfer lightemjftecl by a semicon-

ductor i^ser is coupled to e'rtS portion of the optical

ffldier.
"

t

'"\
^

'

/
v

. "
' " .*

;

f
A
In an

:

0rVibodiment,' the substrate has a concave
'

pdrt&n cfri upper surface/ a Semiconductor laser is

provideti^ bn'"the concave pdrtion of the substrate, the

enpl pbrtion of the bptical fiber in formed in a lens shape,

and light emitted by the
1 semiconductorWer is bp^caly

coupjed to the optical fiber.

In ah embodiment. tKe end portibn of the optical

fib^r has a mbvable portion capable of moving a posi-

tion of the lens-shaped portion relative to the semicon-
'

ductbr las^'r device^ ahd trte moyable'pbrtion is fixed in

such^k manner^ that iight erftitted by the semicbndMbtor

laser is optically coupfled tg^the optical f2Der.

iff ah embodiment, the substrate has a concave

pbVtionbh the upper surface, and the device inclikks a

BNSDOCID: <EP 0844503A1_L>
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semiconductor laser provided on the concave portion of

the substrate and a lens which optically couples light r
emitted by the semiconductor laser to the optical fiber.

In an embodiment, a support member supporting
the semiconductor laser and the lens is provided on the - s
concave portion of the substrate.

In a > preferred embodiment, the semiconductor
laser provided on the support member is provided on

, the .concave portion of the substrate after being
_ selected by a test. 10

In an embodiment, a photodetector which receives -

a part of laser light from the semiconductor-laser is pro-
vided on the substrate. \> •:•.*,.*-.? ;

;.ln an embodiment, the optical.fiber has'a first por-
- tion which functions asa-single mode-fiber in & wave-
length band of signal light* propagating through the
optical fiber, a second portion which, functions as a
rnulti^mode fiber in the wavelength band :of the. signal
light,* and connecting portion connecting the first por-

\< tron to the second portion, and a core diameter of the
connecting portion gradually and continuously changes
from.the first portion to the second portion.

.in* an embodiment, a core diameter of the second
. portion which functions as the multirmode fiberof the

optical fiber is increased by heat-treating a part of a sin- >

... gle mode fiber. • .-;,.>,. *o.rr^:^\

: \ln ;an embodiment, the another optical fiber in the
* ihird groove is made ?of .a. multi-mode fiber, and a photo-

.
detector which receivesWight reflected, or diffracted by

u .
the optical member through the another optical fiber is

further provided , . vKl . Ha - f ; : ukv>, -

\n an: embodiment jan^. electric wirings pattern is

formed on the substrate, and the photodetector Js con-
r .

nected^to tbeelectric wiring pattern; r ^ , - tV ^
Jn an^embodiment, a,sernicpnductqr electric :ele-

^

. rnent which; conducts a signal processing of tfie photo*
( detector is<3pnnected to the electric wiring;pattern.

"

In an embodiment, one end of the optical fiber is

-^provided with ram opticah connector, so asrto be con-
necte0 to another .optical fiber. --.

. :>
. f -tr;-^ ^. :

In an embodiment, a protecting film formed so as to

.
cover an upper surface of the substrate is further pro-

-vided.-.-, •
,
> ^-'-«r .': <y

. wA :

riJ ,

In an embodiment, the substrate is accommodated
~
t : in a housing having an output port of the optical fiber.

and a plurality of terminals electrically,connected to out-
•. Side., 1

;- r»? *?-^t *
,

^ s --.n • .vr.-:?* a \,r ~

x . 'In an embodiment,. the semiconductor laser is cpn-

.
nected to the^upport member with

;a first.solder mate-
rial, and -the •> support member is connected; to the r-. so

:
substrate with a second solder material havinga.melt-

;

ing point higher than a melting point of the first- solder
. material. i; r , . ^ * <.

.In^an embodiment; the substrate is:accommodated
i- in.a housing having an output port .of the optical fiber 355

and.a plurality of terminals electrically connected to out-
side; and:the :substrate is connected to a bottom portion
of the .housing with a third solder material baving'a melt-

25

it,,

•it.

30

35"

40:

45/;

3.

ing point lower than a melting point of the second solder
" material:: sfiClJ^vo-v. :

- - .

' * Artotfier^optical device of the present invention
* included:Vsubstrate, at least one first grooveformed on
the substrate; an* optical fiber -provided in*' the first

groove, which Allows signal light to propagate bidirec-

tiohallyf&ricJ at least one second groove diagonally tra-

versing the optical fiber. The device further includes: an
optical member inserted in the second groove, having a
surface which reflects or diffracts at least a part of the
bidirectional signal light propagating 'through the optical

Hrer*-; -and two photctfetectors respectively receiving
•light reflected or diffracted by the opticat-merriber of the
'bidirectional signal light. -v

-

f - • • •
:

- r * - Jn^ajrembodiment, the above-mentioned device fur-

ther includes^ third groove which traverses the optical
ftoenand a se^drtd optical membeNnserted in the third

grbove, having a surface which reflects and removes
light containing an unnecessary wavelength component
propagatihg through the optical fiber. ;

!v '
7 In fcn embodiment, the'second groove is perperkfic-

ularto'an optical axis of the optical fiber. -v.
;

/

V
:i

If* ah embodiment, the second groove and thethird
-groove are formed at different angles with respect to an
• optical axis of 'the optical liber so that ligrri reflected lay

• the second optical member inserted in the third groove
is not mixed in^the two photodetectbrs. ^ ^ r

X: ^ ' in la Referred embddiment, a rraterial having a
refrdctive^n^ex nr 'which is almost-equal td a refractive

v index rnf 61a core r3ortidn of the optical fiber is embeds
;ded at least l^tweeh the optical rnember and the optical
fiber in the Second groove:' ; ^
f^x r,ln'-aj5r&ferretf erribodimentr there is a relationship:

vro.9<(nr/rv
f
)^1^ between the- refractive index nr and

^the refractive index nj. >^ i
r - * \. s ^ - l

In an embodiment the material having the refrac-

tive indexjn
r is made bf resin.

;
' :* >

-

i

" In an embodiment; the material having the refrac-
tive index n; is made bf UV-curable resiri. - -

• In 'an embodimeht) minute ^nevenness* is: present
on an inner wall of the second groove.^- -

*>-

^ ^ In ;an ^mbddFment, the }optical merrt>er selectively

reflects light ttavtag af wavelength in a selected range.
•
v*-;* In^an ^embocfiment, the 'optical member selectively

^passes light having a*wavelength in a selected range.

. In an embodiment, the: optical member included a
;:base made of a material h&ving a refractive index
> and a dielectric multi-layer film formed on the base, and
there is ;a. relationship: O.Q<(n^/n j)sT.i between the
refractive index r^ and the refractive index n

f
.

:

*:r ,:ln an embodiment, the Surface of thie opticalmem-
v- ber.has a'diffraction 'grating. ** n v ; : n

; In an embodiment, the substrate is made of a mate-
rial which is;- transparent to - signal light propagating
through=the optical ffoer. * ^

In an-embodiment, the substrate is made of a glass
material.

. . ...

,
»
4 Jn an embodiment, the substrate is made of a plas-

BNSDOCID: <EP 0844503A1_I_>
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... tic material. - ;:r *-
, .

0.9£(n
r
/n

t
)<1.1 between the, refractive index nr and

In an embodiment, the bidirectional signal light has the^refractive index n
f
.

^ wavelengths different from each other, $e-optica1 mem- In an embodiment, the above-mentioned method

ber.has a base which is transparent and hes a refractive further includes the step of providing at least one photo-

, index almost equal to a refractive indax,pf :the optical s * -.detector on the substrate,

fiber and two reflective coatings. formjjcJ;cn tvP^pnncipal In an embodiment, the above-mentioned method

planes of the base,, and the two ref!ective:rcoatings further comprising the step of providing at least one

. exhibit different reflection characteristics, respectively. c -photodetector on the substrate.

In an embodiment, the reflective costing s made of In an embodiment, the above-mentioned method

a metal thin film. 10 further includes the step of providing at least one laser

In an embodiment, the two reflective coatings diode on the substrate,

respectively have a multi-layer thin film structure. u -Another method for. producing an optical device of

in an embodiment, each of the two photodetectors the present invention includes the steps of: forming a
is provided in a can-shaped housing by sealing, and two . u plurality of first grooves on an upper surface o* a sub-

concave portions are.formed on the substrate so as to is. strate; embedding and fixing a part of optical fibers in

engage with the can-shaped housings.,-

5 ••. * • > each of the* plurality of first grooves; forming a second

, In an embodiment, the two photodetectors are con- -
: . groove so as to diagonally traverse the plurality of opti-

nected to an electric,wiring pattern formed on the sub- -
t
cal- fibers; and inserting and fixing ait optical member

-•^strate. ^r-u^-r ^ having a surface which reflects or diffracts at least a part

In an embodiment, the electric wiring patten is.con- so . of light propagating ti rough the optical ffoers in the sec-

nected to -an electric integrated cira-i*. element which ; V: ondgroove. / ^ . . ,
^

detects an electric signal output from at least one of the In a preferred embodiment, an angle' formed by a

two photodetectors and processes the electric signal. i n*. direction of a normal to the>surface of the optical mem-

^ ;;
In^an embodiment, the optacafftber has a first- por- t r . ber and a direction of an optical axis of the optical fiber

^ tion .which functions as a single,mode fiber in a wave-^ 25: , is in the range of 5° to 40°. ' - ~ -

rlength band of signal light propagating through the An optical device of the present invention includes:

optical fiber, a second portienrjwhich functions as a a substrate; at least one first groove formed onthesub-

v r
;
multi;rnode fiber in the

4
wavel^ngthrband Qf the signal ? strate; an optical fiber prcvided in the first groove; and a

! light, and a connecting portion connecting^the first por- cj facet of the surface which,diagonally traverses the opti-

.* .-tion to the second portion, arxla core rfarrieteftof the 3o\ - cal fiber. The device further includes: an optical member

:
connecting por? ion gr^ually and QontirjuoasJy^changes attached to the facet of the substrate with a -material

from the first portion to the-serond pprtioav . i h.\ having a refractive indexsalmost equal to a refractive

In an ernbodiment, th^substrate |s t
accommodated rr.index of a core portion of the optical ffoer, having a sur-

in a housing having: an output pqrt ,of tr^e;
l

optical fiber face which reflects or diffracts at least a part of light

and a plurality of terminals electrically connected to; out^ : 35, propagating through the optical fiber; and a photodetec-

side. 75 ;
- : ' y^ c t; ^ 'iS

' " tor.provided onthe substrate* receiving light reflected by

In an embodiment, a wavelength pf light-propagat- the optical member of the part of the' light propagating

. ing bidirectiqnally thrcnch thepptiqal.fibec isjn a 1 .3 jim through the optical fiber. '

-

" s.-'.v!rr*' ;

band and/or a l;5 urn band, .and aivyavelength. of unnec- -~
.; : ? In an,embodiment, the photodetector cs provided on

essary .light which^js: rerrovedcb/i{*heTsecond optical? 40 a surface of the substrate on which the first groove is

member is in a 0\98jim band or a 1.48 nmtoanci. ^ ; ;

1 formed. ^ • : ^ k; : k v -ir
: ^ > , $

k s - A method for; producing an. optical: device of the -v; { ^ In an embodiment, the photodetectoiris provided on

present invention includes the steps of: .forrrting a>f irst a surface opposite to the surface of the substrate on

.
:
groove on an upper surface of a substrate; embedding - which the.first groove is formed. cd^io

and fixing a pert of an optica! /fiber irnthe first.groove;> 45r;. -.tin an ^embodiment, the abdvfe-mentioned device

^ forming
;
a second groove-so as to diagonally traverse ;v :ncludes:ia third groove which traverses the optical fber;

.-the optical fiber; and, inserting ..and, fating^ an ,op*ifcal and a second optical member inserted in the third

: member having^a surface which reflects or diffracts at r groove, which reflects light ih a specified wavelength

..least a part of light prppagating through the .optical fiber : region, wherein, the second optical mfeniber prevents

in the second groove. .
•

t ^ ^ ?i .
*

.

- 3 so-:; the Sight irvthe specified wavelengtrv^region propagating

, v: In.a preferred, embodiment., the step of inserting throttgh the optical fiber'frorrv being incident upon the

and fixing the optical member: in the second groove ;^photodetector. ;
" -C

; 1

- .

includes the . step of embedding a * material having a In an embodiment, the above-mentioned device

* refractive ipdex n
r;almost equal to a refractive index n

t of includes an optical member attached to an Upper sur-

a core portion of the optical fiber at least,between the :>rss face of the substrate with a resin material having a

optical; member and the optical fiber in the second refractive index almost^ equaf to a refractive index of a

groove. ' core portion of the* optical fiber, 'which reflet

,
, In a preferred embodiment, thereis^a relationship: ; specified wavelength region, wherein th^ photodetector

5
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is provided on the optical member.

In an embodiment, a filter having a dielectric multi-

layer film structure is formed on a light-receiving surface

of the photodetector. s c
- In an embodiment, the optical fiber is connected to 5

an optical fiber light transmission line.

In.an embodiment, the optical fiber is provided with

a ferrule portion so as to be connected to an optical ffcer

transmission line.

Another method for producing an optical device of i<f

the present invention includes the steps of: forming a
* first groove on a" substrate; fixing ari'optical ftoer in the

first groove; diagonally cutting the optical fiber to form a
1acet tilted with respect to an^opticalaxis of Jhe optical

fiber on the substrate; attaching an optical member; hav- * 75

^ ing a surface which reflects or diffracts at least a part of

light propagating through the optical ifiberto the tilted

facet with a material having a refractive index 5almost
- equal to a refractive index of a core portion otthe optical c

^.fiber; and provding a photodetecta-cwhich receives lighf

reflected or diffracted by the optical member on the sub-

strate. : C • C* 7 ^
As described above, in the optical device of the

present invention, an opticalvfiber is embedded/in a
groove of a= substrate, and an. optical member which
reflects or diffracts light propagating through the'optical

fiber is embedded in the substrate, whereby signal light

? can be taken out in any direction.^ : : ^i-^i
Furthermore, the lightttaken out in any direction is

coupled to a semiconductor photodetector placed

above the substrate without forming any "unnecessary

reflected point; by using resin whose refractive index is

matched with that of the optical fiber. In particular, when
a multi-mode optical fiber is used; thecoupling is made
easier . ^ Vv,--< ; uv^^ - -

.: Thefilter.vcharacteristics of the optical merrtoer are

improved by embedding both sidesof an-element using

a layer having a multi-layer film structure composed qf a
dielectric, and^rriatal with ca ^esin "material ^having a
;refractive index almost equal to that of the optical fiber,

or by embedding only a plane different from a principal

plane of a certain kirid;of optical member-with a resin

material having a refractive index almost equaHo that of

the optical fiber.

- Light to be taken out by diffraction is coupled to a
*

semiconductor photodetector array or- taken outside

using another optical-fiber, whereby only. Iight-with a
desired wavelength can be easily separated-fromi light

signals having a plurality, of different wavelengths. . \

In the case where the optical fiber is a multi-mode : iso

<bptical fiber connected to/^single mode", fiber,, with' a
core diameter of a connecting portion thereof gradually

. and continuously changing ; or in. the case where the

opticalffoer is a multi-mode fiber obtained by heat-treat-

ing the single mode fiber and the optical fiber, light can . 55

be coupled to the single mode fiber at high efficiency by
coupling light to the multi-mode fiber with a mode diam-
eter increased.: >;, . < ^

\ 20

25

30"

35

r*

40

45

When a semiconductor laser is placed on a con-
cave portion of a substrate and an optical fber having a
lens function^ used, light caabe easily coupled to the
optical fiber. When a movable portion is provided at a
part of the embedded optical fiber, the semiconductor
lasenis connected to thesubstrate. and then, the mova-
ble portion of the optical fber is adjusted, .whereby the

coupling .degree of light to the optical fiber .can be
increased. v 1 ^ 1

When a semiconductor laser and a lens are pro-

vided bh different substrates, and an optical fiber is pro-

vided on an embedding substrate, the semiconductor
laser can be used after its characteristics are tested, so
that the yield of the optical device can be •improved.

* Light of the semiconductor laser can be coupled to the

optical fiber with low precision of about several fim by
£* prescribing an imaging spot of light of the semiconduc-

tor laser formed by the lens to be almost equal to that of
- the multi-mbde fber. ..^H

When light is taken out from a substrate through a
multi-mode fiber, alt the light is taken in a semiconductor
light-receiving apparatus, whereby an analog signal can
be received without any degradation of quality. ~i ^

An electric Wiring fpattern for connection to semi-
conductor light-receiving and light-emitting devices can

!

« betforrned on the surface of a substrate, and particularly

in thercase of a high frequency signal the impedance
'can be maftched to that of airelectric circuit connected
to outside. Furthermore, when an electric element
which processes an electric signal is integrally formed in

addition to the semiconductoNight-receiving and light-

emitting devices; an* electric matching becomes satis-

factory andthe optica:! device can be miniaturized.'

c " Wherr different reflective elements are arranged so
as to separately* receive signals with different 'wave-
lengths from an optical fiber embedded in a substrate, a
light signal-transmitted with wavelengths being multi-

plexed can be selectively taken out of one substrate.
'* r When a plurality of optical fibers arg arranged in an
arrayron' a ^substrate; light' signals are independently
transmitted in parallel through a plurality of optical fibers

in one substrate:^" \- -%~zoi „
~

After devices are formed on a substrate;;the surface
of the

1

Substrate- is ^covered--with a resin material,

whereby^a semiconductor, device provided on the sur-

face of the substrate can be protected from water, an
atmospherei cetci £from outside. The substrate can be
accommodated as it is in a- housing having an optical

fiber-output port andelectric connection terminals.

Eurthermore.i'the^melting point of a first solder
material between a semiconductor laser and a sub-
strate, is prescribed to be higher than that of a second
solder material between.the substrate and another sub-
strate, and the*melting point ofahe second solder mate-
rial is prescribed to be higher than that of a third solder

material connecting the substrate to the housing. Thus,
devices are prevented from moving during the. respec-

tive connections using.the solder material, whereby reli-
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.
ability can be secured. - - -

; , :

i
- BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

; -V/ - ' ' >''•* >•:•*:.<

r Figure 1A is a perspective vi»w of the first example

. of an optical device.according to the presentinvention.

Figure 1B is a cross-sectional viewj;of- the first

example of an optical device accordingUo the present

invention taken along an optical fiber.

. Rgure 2 is a cross-sectional view showing a reflec-

tive element and£tlae detail of the periphery thereof.

figure 3 is a cross-sectional view showing another

reflective element; and ; the;- detail; of the periphery

-a .-thereof :
; r>-;^:;. / * • *. v--'-

iu - v -Figure4A is atransverseCTOss-secBonalyiew of an.,

optical ftoer anda photodetecicr. £ *v> ;
" c

i Figure 4B is a vertical cross-sectional view of an

X. optical fiber and a photodetecton ^ ;> ;

Figure 4C is a vertical cross-sectional-vie* showing

„ t -refraction cf signal light. . *
. :

*>.
*

u. ^ Figure 5 is a , cross-sectional view, cf.+he. second

n;.r example of an optical device according to the* present

invention taken along an optical fiber.":- >,

^Figure.6 illustrates the.idependence of a coupling

loss between fibers on a fiber gap. r:.r^ : : :

- -Figure 7A is a cirjcurt diagram^of the: third example

< of an optical device according to the present/invention.

:
. \ : ,-Figure 7B is a perspective view. cftheithS"d;exa.iiple

s according to the present invention. - * s V-i- :

' .

:

( Figure 7C is a*-plan /.view, of the ^third:; exeirtple:

, .according tc the present invention. r-; & n? tt -w\ :

(

u
- Figure8 is a view shewing a packaged-structure of

the third example according to the present .

:nv^ntion;

: v Figure 9A is c.p!ar view of the fourth example of an

optical device according to the present invention/ p.

.
. ^Figure 9B :is a crojss-sectional. view of the .fourth

., ;v example according to the present inventionrtakena'ong

an optical fiber \ -c ; <
:

-: -: e*. : ^ ^ o

< ?,
; * Figure IDA is a plan .view of the fifth exampfe of an

•optical device according to the present (RvcnTJon. s

r , : > Figure ,1OB is -a cross? sectional view^of the fifth

example according to the present invention ,taken cilong

an,optical fiber, c: -.r .
* .'o- ~'<v

Figure 11A is a perspective view of the: sixth exam-

-
: pie of an optical device according to the present -invon-

«..;; r ; Figure 11B is a cross-sectiortal view of ithe si;*1h

-example aecordingito the present invention. - ^

,

:

-Figure 12A a perspective view ;.of *the seventh

. example of an optical device:according. to the. present

.^invention, v -
.
v ^r- *^.<^^

Figure 12B is a cross-sectional view of the^seventh

* example according to the present invention. _
.

•

-

. Figure 13 is a perspective.view of ths eighth exam-

ple of an optical device according to the present inven-

tion. . c : V<
'"'

- •
-

; Figure-14 is a p>lan view of the ninth example of an

optical device according tothe>presentinverrtion. j vS.

Figure 15 is a cross-sectional view of the tenth

example of an optical device according to the present

invention.

Rgure 16 is a cross-sectional view of an optical

5 . device of the eleventh example according to the present

invention. .

'

Rgure 17 is a graph showing optical coupling loss

^.characteristics in optical fibers having different core

diameters.

io Rgure 18A is a schematic cross-sectional view of

an ordinary ^optical fiber; Figure 18B is a schematic

cross-sectionat view cf an optical fiber with its core

— diameter partially enlarged. 1
,
-

Rgure 1 9 is a plan view of the twelfth example of an

/5 ^optical device according to the present invention. ^

r »i Rgure 20 is a view showing a structure of the thir-

teenth example of an optical device according to the

,
presentinvention. *, .

* -

>. Rgure 21 is a cfossTsectional \new of the fourteenth

20 example of an optical device according to the present

. v invention^ : . . ^ . ^ ;
" " ^

1

-

Rgure 22 is a graph showing the dependence of a

return loss on an angle in the fourteen example accord-

,e ing to the present invention^ r- :
•

:

25-<
, Figunes 23A through 23D.are perspective views

-showing a production method of the fourteenth" exam-

r -_ple., - •
.
m .*.--..^-

'

Figure 24 is a cross-sectibnaLyiew of the fifteen

;« example.of an optical device according to the present

30: x invention. . r :
1

.
: ^

; /
"

; h. ?
-i- Rgure 25 is a cross-sectional view of the sixteenth

; ; example of an optical device according :tptthe present

invention. ^ / ^ u. : v
r

v
-

s ; - Figures 26A and 26B are views respectively show-

?35 ing a structure of the sixteenth example.

- Figure 27 is a cross-sectional view cf the seven-

, teenth example of an optical device according to the

i present invention. f :

:

r\: \< * v r ^ ^ -vi *

h -f* figure 28 is a c/oss-sectionalrview.o^ the ^eight-

40 ^enth' example of an optical device according to :the

i present invention: ^ ; - s
;

*
: "^ c >;V^ ¥i o

t ^ ^ .Rgures 29A through 29E are perspective views

showing a production method of the eighteenth exam-

ple, '-r

^45; Figure 30 is a schematic vrew of ' a iconventional

, optical device: ; ^ — - r - " •

• -f,v*Bgurev31A is a perspective-view of the nineteenth

^-axamplebof an optical device according to therpresent

invention; Rgure 31B:is a cross-sectional view thereof.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT. THE-INVENTION

An optical devJce according to the present invention

includes an optical fiber provided in a first groove-of a

55 substrate and at least one second groove:which diago-

nally traverses the optical fiber.The optical device* has

an optical member which is inserted in the second

groove and reflects or diffracts at least a- part- oMight

7
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propagating through the optical fiber. The opticahmem-
ber enables photodetectors or the like arranged in line

to receive light propagating through the optical ftoer. As
a result light passed through the second grooveand the
optical member therein can be utilized, and another light

signal can be guided into the optical fiber through the
end thereof. This makes it possible to provide a com-
pact light transmission terminal in which an .optical fiber

and a photodetector or a light-emitting.device are inte-

grated in various arrangements, ,

In particular, in the case where a gap between the
optical member, and the optical fiber in, the second

j groove is filled with a material having a refractiveindex
almost equal to that of a core portion of the optical fiber,

even when minute unevenness is present op\an inner
wall of the second groove, light propagating through the
optical fiber js not subject

?to unnecessary scattering
and refraction due to the-: inner- wall of -the .second

.
groove. .This makes !: it very easy to form Jhe second

:
groove; for, example, the inner, wall of the second groove

.; - is not required.to be made smqoth by grinding.

Furthermore, according to the present- invention,
the second groove is formed after the optical fiber is

placed in the first groove of the substrate, so that a spe-
cial optical axis alignment step is not required, .substan-

,

tially sirrpl^
j tV >-

.Hereinafter, the present invention will be described

:
by-way of iNustrcrtive examples, with reference to,the

:

drawings.. . „ c- . c ,
>

.
: ] , ^

-

" ^(Example i)^
r/juV

-

"

; %t\; . ][ r "...«
".

f5 ,V'

/ First referring to Figures 1A and the first exam-
.

pie of an optical, device according to the presentsinven-

;
.
tion will be described. Figure 1A is a perspectivej/iew
showing only^;the i^permbst portion of: the first example

- of .an, qpticaj., device, (light-receiving, module) of the

^ :
present example; Figure .1 B is a cross:sectional view of

"., the optical device taken along an optical fiber*, ^r.. ;

: r-.*;: Tne optical device is ^constructed, ,usting a r glass;

^substrate-(thickness: 2 mrn; 5 mm long and 3 jnrn wide)

,
1

;
with a V-groove, (first groove) 3 having a depth of

about 1 30i>n formed on an upper flat surface. An opti-

.
,pa! fiber 2 having an outer diameter of 125 ^m is placed

;
in theV-groove 3, and a parallel groove (second groove)

,4 is formed on the upper surface of,th%gla$s substrate
,1 so-as to diagonally traverse the optical fibers r(with

respect to its optical .axis) . A= slit , is diagonally formed in

the optical ftoer 2 due to the parallel groove 4, whereby
the optical ftoer 2 is separated into two.portions spatially

apart from.each other. In the present example, .the par-

allel .groove 4. is formedLin such a manner Jhat the, nor-

mal to trie inner wall oUhe paraliej groove 4 forms an
angle of 30° with respect to the optical axis. , ,

.
.

.

The V-groove 3 is designed so
;

as to have a size .

"capable^of stably holding the optical fiber 2. The depth
pUhe ,V^roove 3 is preferably.prescribed so; as to

accommodate,the optical, fiber 2 completely therein.

However, there is no substantial problem^ even when
' the uppermost portion otthe optical fiber 2 is positioned

slightlyi above. the upper surface of the substrate 1.

: . Grooves having.rectangular or U-shaped cross sections
s ,

in the direction perpendicular to the optical axis may be
used in place of the V-groove 3.

Theparallel groove 4 preferably has a width (gap of
the inner walls of the groove or gap between the sepa-

!= rated ; two optical fibers)' of -about 100 jim or less.
io. According to the present invention, an optical member.

Js inserted into the parallel groove 4. In the case of the
present example, a light reflective element (thickness:
80 jim) 5 having filter characteristics which- selectively

vr; reflects light i^a 1.55 >im band: is* inserted into the par-
/5r.aHel (groove; 4. The. light < reflective^ element <5 has a

quartz base; substrate and a dielectric multi-layer fflm
(filter film) composed of a silicon oxide film and a tita-

nium oxide film alternately formed on at least one prin-
cipal plane;, thereby providing the filter' characteristics

20^ which exhibit high reflectance with respect to iight in a
particular wavelength range. The light reflective element

> t'S is not required to be completely accommodated in the
? parallel groove 4. The light reflective element 5 may par-

;
tially project from the! upper surface** the substrate 1,

25 .: asJong ( as it is positioned so as to receive signal light

.^-propagating through the optical fiber 2. - hm r
{ k In order to stably fix the light reflective element 5 in

;o1h^ parallel groove 4,
l;UV-curable resin 7 is used.VThfe

:, ?resin isseleqted so as to become substantially transpar-
3q v :,ent.w^h respect to lightwith a wavelength of signal light

(J^r^>baod<Wrr the present example) at least after

j> being cured-^ * ,<"'.: n* .
• •>-.: n ,.

^slq., 'Figure'^ is-axross-sectionar view, showing the
t sdetailiof;the vicinity ofithe parallel groove 4 and the e!e-

. 35; : ment ;5. The inner walls of: thevparallel groove 4. more
ertspecificallyrithe facets of the portions of the optical ftoer

2<facingpeacb other through the parallel groove 4 diago*
-t, pally: traverse^the optical axis of the optical ftoer 2.

-Because; of this,,when a, material having a refractive
4 40 .0 index different froraajefractiye index n

f
ofa coreportion

of the optical fiber is present in the parallel groove 4.

? light propagatirig.through the optical fiber 2 is refracted

: * in t
the parallel groove 4>, This may cause a transmission

loss in the parallel groove 4. Furthermore.. during-the
as -step of forming a parallel groove -such as dicing, the

- inner ;wall of ^the parallel groove 4 is subject to damage
: (rnechanical/chernical damage), and minute, uneven-
-
f ness is likdy:to t>e formed on the inner wall of the paral-
oilel.-grqove4:.~-o -*\^>

. ;f
r

rv-v-;

-so .

t ,-..s .Even in ^the ^above-mentioned 'cases, if the gap
^ between the inner^wall of the parallel groove 4 and the
light reflective element 5- js filled with a material having
a refractive index nr almost equal to the refractive index

w n
f of the core portion pf the optical fiber-2, light prope-

ls gating through the optical. fiber; 2 is transmitted straight
between the portions of the optical fiber over the parallel

.groove 4 without
:being sensitive to the minute uneven-

:
ness and vyithout.changing the optical axis. According to

8
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an experiment it is found that thereis preferably a rela-

tionship 0.9<(rVlrif)£l.1 between the 'refractive index n r

and the refractive index n
f
.. Hereinafter^ -untess other-

4 , wise specified, any resin referredtp in the present spec-

- ification is intended to-have a refractive index-rsatisfying

the above relationship , ^ * . s
*

Referring to Figures tA-and:1B'again?rah InGaAs

4 semiconductor photodetector 6 for detecting signal light

.1 in a 1 .55 ^irn band reflected by the light reflective ele-

ment 5 is provided on the upper surface of the substrate

< 1 . An electrode 8 for interconnecting the semiconductor

photodetector 6 to. an external circuit is formed on the

upper surface of the substrate^ k -
: ,

* An arrow 9.in these figures shows the path of alight

signal with a wavelength in a 1 .55"um band transmitted

i fronvthe other end of the optical fiber Zt Licjhtibaving a

* wavelength greatly shifted from the wavelength oi this

, light signal :is hardly reflected by the light reflective ele-

. c ment 5 and passed therethrough without teaching a

. ;
;
light-receiving portion of the semiconductor photodetec—

-
; tore.:- -:-f-

•

f!
v.

: r^^ r.^^^ • ^
/Figure:3 shows nn example in which a -unit^with a

. > diffraction grating formed thereon is inserted into the

: paralle! groove 4 as an opticafcmembertin* place of - the

•> light reflective element. 5 with a fiiter^film formed ther'^

eon. This diffraction grating diffracts light *propagating

through the optical fibers, whereby a plurality of dif-

- fracted light beams are formed. The Eight-receiving por-

- y\\qn of the photodetectoris placed- at a position where a

diffracted^ lightrbeam having -an order of the^h^hest^

degree of intensity among these diffracted light- Seams
can be received. In the case where a plurality ofsignal

light'beams* having ^different wavelengths propagate

• through the optics] ftoer; the diffraction an^le* is varied

depending upon the wavelength* Therefore, the Signal

light beams can be separately detected' by pladnff the

light-receiving portions (e.gw-photodrodes -'PD1 t ^P&2,

and PD3) at,different positions with respect to eacrrsig-

naf light In order to miniaturize thephotbdetector^these

s plurality .-of lightreceivtngr portions" arb preferably : pro-

vided on one semiconductor sute i
1 ^ •

Next/ referring ;rto" Figures ^AlthrdLigh 4C7*4he

; traveling paths:of the.signal fight beams refiected by the

. element 5 will be-describbcL .

fc * n
Kin As shown in ^Figure 4A/ in 1h6 present example,

. resin is provided between the optical fiber^and the pho-

todetector. The resin having a'refrdciivg'-iridex nr'alm6st

equalto the refractive index n
f
ofthe core portion bffhe

optical fiber is selected. This resin is provided-sofato to

at least fill the path of< the signal light. In the case where
"

the path of the signal light is not filled'witMfre'resinC the

signal light is diffracted or scattered, so that tKe pHbto-

detector cannot efficiently receive.the signal light: Fur-

thermore; in such -a case, since the' Optical fibef h&s'a

cylindrical . structure, ithe path of the signal' light

becomes complicated due to h lens effect.

v As in the present example, the signal light can be

incident straight ;upon the Iight-ret:"6iv1hg
f

portion of the

: .: photodetector as shown in Figure 4B by inserting the

resin having a refractive index n
r
almost equal to the

. - .

* refractive index n
f
of the core portion of the optical ftoer.

.< : Figure 4C schematically shows how the path of the sig-

5, : nal- light changes depending upon the presence of the

* - resin. When the signal light is diffracted or scattered, the
*

' spot size of the signal light on the light-receiving portion

becomes larger, resulting in the decrease in detection

r * • sensitivity and response speed of the photodetector.

70 According to an experiment, it is found that there is^pref-

erably a relationship 0.9<(n,Ai-,)£l.1 between the

refractive index n
r
and the refractive index n

(
. Materials

/ 1 other than the resin may be*used, as long as they have
- ; the similar refractive index. ; ^ "-7

75 r. bAs described above, in thef arrangement of the

present example, the signal fight selectively reflected by

;
f the light reflective element 5 is'not passed through the

- substrate i . Therefore, the substrate 1 is not'necessar-

ily transparent to the signal light. A ceramic substrate or

20
r a selfiicondutfor substrate may be used in place bt the

glass substrate f.lh the case of using a semiconductor

substrate, a circuit to be connected to the photodetector

- can be previously formed on the identical semiconduc-

tor substrate. -

J
4

* :
i«.

25 Hereinafter, the operation of the optical device

shown in Figures tA and 1B wiil be described.
s

L - (

^A light signal *(e.g.; laser light in a 1 .55 nm band)

transmitted* through thenoptical fiber 2 is diagonally

reflected by the light reflective element 5 in the parallel

30 groove 4 formed diagonally with respect to the optica!

axis of the optical ffoer 2. More specifically, in the case

where the normal to the inner wall of the parallel groove

4 (more accurately, ^normal to the principal plane of the

light-<-Yefletiive'element 5*) and the optical axis of the

35 bpticai ftoer 2'formsf'an ?angie of about 30°
P the signal

light :is reflected so that ihe angfe ' formed by the
1 reflected light and the optical axis oFthe optical fbier 2

becomes about 60&. On theJ other hknd/ in the case

where light whfch is nbtin 'a ¥.55 UnV''b^n^ l

;
'e.gl/light

40& having:a Wavelength shifted byTabout 0.2 pm or more

; frbhi thfe'1 55>im band is transmitted through the
^

optical

fiberj 2. the light is almost passed through the light

' reflective element 5 without being reflected.
:

^Wthe.case of the present example, as is Under-

45 i stood from Figure 1 A, the parallet ^rbbve 4 is directed in

- siich -a- manner that a plane including the above-men-
' tlbn&J hormeil arid the optical axis of the optica fiber is

;

perpfehdiCular to the upper surface bl the siibstrate iV

SUcl i an arrangement allows the light signal In a

so i desir3d
rwave!ehgth range td'be selectively taken out of

•'tSie glass'substrate i frohfi the upper surface thereof.

* The semiconductor photodetector 6 for detecting a light

signal is placed at a positbn where the light signal thus

taken out can beVecetved. "
f

55 - ' The light signal Inia^^i.sSjimband is converted into

an electric signal by the seTniconductor photodetector

6

and taken out of the'electrode 8. the resih 7 is selected

so as'to crimp an electrode of the semiconductor phdtd-
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detector 6 onto the electrode 8 and to have a refractive

index which does not cause the light signal taken out of

the optical ftoer 2 to be refracted or scattered.

The surface of the semiconductor photodetector 6
is previously provided with a low reflectance-coating so
that the light signal is not-reflected by the 'surface of a
semiconductor layer (light-receiving surface). Because
of this, the light signal with a wavelength of 1.55 urn
propagating through the optical ftoer 2 is almost taken in

the light-receiving portion of the semiconductor photo-
detector 6.

The semiconductor photodetector 6 used herein
includes' an InP semiconductor crystal

1

substrate which
is transparent to a light sighal

:

with a wavelen^h of 1.55
Um. Therefore, the light signal may be incident upon a
crystal growth side or a crystal substrate side:

In the light-receiving optical device, the distance
between the output point of a light signal of the optical

fiber 2 and 'the light-receiving portion of the' semicon-
'"^

[
ductor photodetector can be sck to be short (about 60 to"

' - 300 jim) at a constant value with good reproducibility.

T V Therefore '
light is prevented from spatially diffliking from

the output point of a light signal to reach a region other

;

than the light-receiving portion of the semiconductor
photodetector: As a result? 90% br more of the light sig^

:

rial with a^ wavelength of 1 .55'jim propagating^through

_
the optical fiber 2 is taken in the'ieniicoriductor'photo-

;

' detector 6. whereby a hibh
r

1igk& is

easily achieved. Furthermore, unlike
:

*fe
3

corwentidnal
light-receiving semiconductor device, fhere are'rio prob-
iems such as the degradation of a signafdue t& the rhul-

• r
tiple rfeflertiorf effect of a light signal between a plurality

6f facfete including a light-output feceit of arr optical fiber,

j £ lens facet a fac'etbf a^ semiconductor photodetector,
* etc. Thus, the kbovementioried optical device cah also
be us6d for receiving lighfin an analog light si^nalirsfns-

mission system'which requires"a
r

high ; signal quality.
' Furthermbrej'ail thVcbrripohehts are fixed to

?the glass
substrate' 1 ;

so that this characteristics are' not chained
"

;

j
due to the' positional shift Caused by external vibration

•J and the Changes in outside temperature, and the device
has outstanding long-term reliability.

1

-

" r
~ r

*

; Next, a method for producing^tfce above mentioned
*- light-receiving optical device will b£ described/- *

First a V-grbove 3 is formed on the upper surface of
:

r a glass substrate 1 by mechanical cuttingVThen,' a eon-
i: ductive thin film is deposited on the surface bfthe glass

substrate 1, e.g.? by a
;

"vacuum deposition method.
" Thereafter, the conductive thin fihtt is processed- in a

:

ttesired' electrode pattern during a 'photolithography
T step and an etching step, and an Electrode 8 iVfbrmed

bf the patterned Conductive thin film! 'At this tirrie, it is

preferable that the electVode 8 is formed, ahd:

"align-

ment marks" showing a position where a parallefgroove
4 is to be provided and a position where a photodetector

;
is to be provided is formed on the glass substrate 1 dur-
ing these steps. c

•
^

- Next. ari optical ftoer 2 is buried* in the V-groove 3

' Witfrsrresih material.

,

*"[ After the 're^inls cur
;

ed, the parallel groove 4 is

.
formed at the position on the glass substrate 1 shown by

_
:

the'ab^ alignment" mark, the parallel
5

f

" groove.4 jaan tie fetfily formed by a rcuttiriig alpparatus

! cajlecj a wire-sawj5r a dicing saw!
" "then, a light/elective element 5 is inserted into the

parallel groove 4 together with resin, and 'the resin is

cured. At this time, if is preferable that the refractive

10 irctex of the resiri is set to be almost the same as that of

_ .
a core portion of the optical fiber 2/~An excess light loss

"\ (scattering df aYight signal) caused by the roughness of

_

L
'trie inner wail '(cut surface) of the parallel groove 4 can

"'"be suppressed' by setting
r
the

r

refrartve
f

irKlex of the
75 resin to be almost the same as that of the core portion

bf^he bptibai ftoer 2; UV-curable resin is preferably
r "' used. This is because a

r
heating step for curing is not

required. ^

'u '
* * : -

1

1 1

Next, the semiconductor photodetector € is fixed at
20 faefxkitiorvW^

ment rriarfe, using resin 7. The alignment is cdndubted
by alighing'the alignment rriark on the ^lass;

substrate 1
" Jvrth the semiconductor phbtcx^etector (B while observing

1 them from a^
^5 ^previbiisly

^elight-re^
detefctbr 6 side is used, the alignment cot be conducted
with higher precision/ ^ " « : i ,-

'

In the tdse Where a ligtn signal is incident lupon the
3^

jf cr|^l s^strate s|d

' tor as^de^ribaf abo^e, a mark showing the position

'of the lightVec^ an
;lnGa^s;CT^ar^rowth layer side Which is to be the front

;
surface when the photodetector 6-isHTibunted.

;Because
35

\ ?\t^t\ the'dignmeht rriark can be formed r
sirriultane-

r

blisly. for exarrpJei while an electrodei ofJthe semicon-
ductor photodetector6 is formed/ib that a* part of the
production df

'

v
the ' semicbhductbr photodetector 6

-i
bec°ni

f?
easy

* when a resin material which is djred by
* 40- ^v|rrabiation ; from outside is tjsed;

:

a' semiconductor
\'
c
photodetector dan

i
bie fixed at a predetermined position

!£,
withbuf requiring a^ long-term curing time. ' ;

- -

"

^ When the abbveWentioned photbdetector is-pro-
ducecl; !

it is not required to three^imensiorially adjust
Us the pbsitiohs

^
of each component while

r
'a light signal

froni an ^optrcal ffber ;

is ^detected, therefore, * such a
^device can beproduceci by using a mounting apparatus
cbKdlicting a-twb;dimerisi6hai adjustment as used in a
mounting technique iathe field of the production of a sil-

so icon integrated arciflt apparatus. Thus; the device is
^ suitable ;for mass-production in a short period of time,

arid v
it can be expected that-the device is produced at

low COSt.
'

" >'
' ^

**
:

55 (Example 2)

' Next, referring to Figure 5, the second example of a
light-receiving ^apparatus 1

according to the present

10
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invention will be described. FigureJ5i,?:
a.aoss-s^tional

view of a light-receiving optical device which, receives

signal light with a wavelength^;?* 1.55;^m and ajight

signal vVith a wavelength of 72 6f f:3i ^.in the follow-

ing description, the' component identical wth those^

:

described in the previous exafflpte are^dehptgd by the

reference numerals identical ther(e^fi;|hd thadetailed

v

desai^tib'n thereof 'may tfeomitted;
) tr

.- t

.

'"'

As' shewn in Figure 5. two F»rallej ;
g%ves (groove

width: about lOOjim) are formed in aglass aibstrate 1

so as to form
f
a predetermined angle with respect to the

'
optical axis of an opfcal liber 2. in the present example,

tye angles formed by each paraller grooye and the opti-

cal axis^re equaKHoweyer; they.may be.different^lrom

.each other. . . ^ . ^ , - -
, > : -C / ^-i-r

J.Jhe. optical fberVteJwed .wft

. formed on tKe,upper surface of the glass sub$tratf 1. as

described in Example 1. v ~
: r t

Different kinds of, light reflective elements.1 1 and 1

2

arn inserted into the kbwe:
menfo

grooves, respectively. TThe light reflective eletnent (thick-

ness: 80W). tihas filter charatferistics which reflect

"99% or more of signaljightwithla waveiQpgthXl of J..55

Vrr,' andthe light reflective element (thickness:r80. jim)

1 2 has filter characteristicswhich reflect 99%pr moje of

,

"Signal light with'a^
.
^rrflectiv^elemert 11 parses about ^^r^npf^cg^ig-

nal light with a wavelength of 1-3l.Mm..rri .;
.r - A

An InG^As .semicendudor- phat^etectori 13 is

"
placed on the glass substrate 1 50 as to mc?ive.sinnal

: ,

*

light with a [Wavelength.M of . 1 .55 urn rgl^ct|d
Jjy.

the

light. reflective, eiempnt.1 1 i An InGaAs ?s
;

emipopriuctor

'

photCKjetector'lAls placed ori the glass ^str^te jj so

as to/receive signal light with a.wavelength^rf.,1.31
5

,im reflected by ftie iigm,reflectiyp
i

elerront.^^^ws

15,16. and 17
;

r^resent #ie;path, of s^nalJphtjtrans-

,mitted from one end pf the optical fiber 2,
;

, >. (;^
v „, .The operation; of ^<e optical .dwicf of the

;i
present

example is as follows.- -\\-
. ^ ^c^-i

. \.;-Ata position of the p*th 15 of a liaht
;

^ignal, ^ght

transmitted through.th cqntgins^t least

signal light wit'h a wavelengthXX of 1 .55 j£tl and signal

light with a wavelength X> of :! ,3.1, nm. -The .light reflec-

tive element 11 selectively reflects, only a light, signal

with a Wavelength of ?J5S. i^m, and gjyes tr^e reflected

light to',the semiconductor phot(?detectpr,13 (path 16).

: The serniconductor^phot^

electric signafin response,to the received light sjgnaL

. . . ;6n the other hand, a light slgnaKwith a wavelength

of,1.31 ^m is passed through the light refl^tfve element

7ii and.selectively reflected.by c
the light r^ectiye ele-

ment 12. The reflected ligW is.giyento.the semiconduc-

tor photodetector 14, and the semiconductor

photodetector 14 generates an electric signal in

response to the received light signal.
.

-
. .

-r .
.

...
.

v

Resin 7 is selected so as to crimp electrodes of the

photodetectors 13 and 14 onto an electrode 8 and to

.have a refractive index which does not cause, the light

signal taken out of the optical fiber 2 to.be reflected.

The surfaces of.the semiconductor photodetectors

1 3 and 14 are previously provided with a low reflectance

coating so that the light signal i,s not reflected by the sur-

5 faces of semiconductor layers. Because of this, the light

:"

, signal with a wavelength of 1.55 *im propagating

'

through the optical ftoer 2 is.taken in the semiconductor

photodetector 13, and the light signal with a wavelength

of 1 .31 *im is taken in the semiconductor photodetector

In the light-receiving apparatus, the distance

.. . between the output point of a light signal of the optical

7"
fiber 2 and^the lightTreceiving portion of, the semicon-

7: ductor photodetector can be set to be short (about 60 to

,V 300 iitn) at a constant value with gcxxJ
t
r"eprocfcicft)ility.

"
Therefore, light is prevented from spatially. diffusing from

the output point of,a light signal to reaqh a region other

7 than the. light-receiving portion of the semiconductor

photodetector. As a result, 90% or more of the light sig-

20
^
nal with a wavelengHi of 1.55 41m propagating through

J

the optical fiber 2 is taken in the semiconductor photo-

detector j3. and 80% or more of the light signal with a
'*

wavelength of,1-31^ propagating through the optical

7ffcer .2 is taken in,the semiconductor photodetector 14.

25 whereby "a .
higlj

t

Jight-receiying efficiency Js .easily
"J

achieved.7Fu^hermore. unlike a conventional - Bght-

1

r^receiving semi^irKJuctQr device,; there are.no problems

such as frie degradation of a signal jdue to the multiple

reflection effect of a light!signal between, a. plurality of

30 fac^s including a Hght-butput facet of an optical ftoer, a

• Jens.
t
4cet,,a.facetof.a semiconductor photodetector,

i'V^l^us,^ optical device can also

tbe used for receiving light in an analog light signal trans-

7 'mission s^tem wWch^uira quality.

35 1 Furthermore/alfthe opponents are fixed to the glass
1

* cutetraW 1 , so that the characteristics are not changed

7. due to the positional shrft^caused by external.vft>ration

7 and the changes in outside temperature, and the device
:

7bas.outstanding iqng-term reliabilrty, ije-sernipqnduc-

4a7tocphotodetectors 13 and 14 may be two semiconduc-

;^tor^ .jphp^'etectprsj, ^formed
t
, 0^ ttie. ^ identical

semiconductor substrate.. - > . ,.,iir -
• .1 i-;'

... .Next, referring to FjjpureA the loss of a light signal

'"

passed through the parallel groove will be de^rftjed.

45, . Figure 6 shows a calculated result and an experimental

'

, result qf
r
a light loss caused by.the gap provided in a sin-

7lV^!P<^-*e^. fe assumed that a material with a
:

reifraqtive. index n is, present jn!the gfp. A solid tin? in

Figure -J6 '.shows the; loss of a light signal wrth a wave-

507 length of 1.31 ^m, and.a broken line shows the loss of a
1

Ciigh^signal with a wavelength* of 1 55 ym.Two groups of

curves are shown, one group corresponding^ the case

. of a Refractive index, of the gap. n of 1 .0 and the other

group.corresponding to the case ofa refractive index of

55 the gap n of 1 .5. . - v
, .

*

The refractive index of the resin used in.the present

example is about 1.5. It is understood from Figure 6

that, in the case of a refractive index n of 1.5. only a

11
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small coupling loss of about 1 dB occurs with respect to
,
the gap with a width of 100 Mm. This coupling loss can
be reduced by making the gap between fibers smaller
and it can also be reduced by increasing the core diam-
eter of an optical fiber.

When the above-mentioned light-receiving appara-
tus is produced, it is not required to three-dimensionally
adjust the positions of each component.while a light sig-
nal from an optical fiber is detected. Therefore such a
device can be produced by using a mounting ;apparatus

.
conducting a twc-dimensional adjustment as used in a
mounting technique in the field of the production of a sil-
icon- integrated circuit apparatus. Thus, the device is
suitable for mass-production

:
in a. short period of 'time

and it can be expected.that the device is, produced at
low cost. . . .

"

The light-jeceiving apparatus of the present exam-
ple may be modified in such, a manner .that, three or
more kinds of light signals with different wavelengths

.
are detected,

. t*w ..
'

'

.

10

SO

r

;

, : (Example 3) : . .

;

'- ' .j.'

!C
..'[

Next, referring to Figures 7A. 7B. and 8. the third
, v

example of a .device according to the present invention
> will be described. ^ .

„,.
.,, In the apparatu&ofiie preseni:exarnple. a photode-
tector which receives a. lightsignal with two wavelengths
as shewn., in. Rgure 5 and

;,an, electric -amplifier are
hybrid-integrated .on one substrate. Figure 7A is an
equivalent circuit: showing a. part of . a circuit of the

. • device,qf the present example; Figure 7B<is a schematic
f
perspective view thereof; and figure 7C is a plan view

r ,, thereof...^ .
t

-
ti

.

"

„_/ ' '

~

> , As shown^,FlgVVi«.^o^et©i^ .I'iand 14
as shown_in,Eigure 5 are formed on a substrate i" The

'

-. Pnotodetectors, 13 and, 14. respectively detect-signal
• ''SW 'ft a selected wavelength band.among light propa-

gating through an optical fiber 2 embedded in a groove
,,!.(

n°t Shown), as described-in Exarnple 2K ~r-

T"e Photodetector is represented by. a symbol of a
;
photodiode,--in Figure 7A. When , the photodetector

v receives signal light, an electric potential at a portion
between *? Phptodiode, and a resistor changes, The

.
electnc.ampjifier amplifies the change in electric poten-,

,

. tial and outputs it. .. , . , .

"

. Refera'nfl.tP,Fjgure TB^aiiitfiiectric ap^rfier-21 is

,

...electrically connected to a first photodetector'13 '.and a
.. second electric amplifier. 22 is electrically connected to
. .^.second photodetector 14. . .. . .

;

... M . -thefjrst,photodetector13 is connected to art elec-
.

trie wiring pattern 25 through afirst resistor 23 and the
. .

second photpdetector 1.4 isxonnected to an electric wir-
ing pattern 25 through a.second resistor 24. ., ;

. ...... .A.light signal with a wavelength-of 1.55, Mm among
light.signals transmitted through, the optical fiber 2 is

,
converted into an electric signal"by the first photodetec-
tor, 13.

r
input.tp the first electric amplifier 21 . and ampli-

ss

so

55

fiedutberein. ^Thereafter, the amplified electric signal is
•taken -out by .an electrode pattern (not shown) in Figure
7B: A lightisignal with a wavelength of 1.31 urn is con-
verted into an electric signal by the second photodetec-
tor 14 without being detected by the first photodetector
13. input to the second electric amplifier 22. and ampli-
fied therein. The amplified signal is taken out by an elec-
trode pattern (not shown), in Figure 7B.

?Tlje device shown in Figure 7B isproduced as fol-
lows?',- r •

First, an electrode wiring pattern 25 is formed on a
glass substrate i. The electrode wiring pattern 25 is
formed by vapor-depositing a conductive thin fBrrt made
of an electrode material onto the glass substrate 1 fol-
lowed by photolithography and'etching. During these
steps-various "alignment marks" can be formed of a
conductive thin film together with- the electrode wiring
pattern 25j -A shaded portion of Rgure 7C shows an
example of an electrode wiring pattern.

Next; a V-groove is formed at a predetermined posi-
tion ofrjhe glass substrate 1 based on the "alignment
maiik^Qwing*eposition:where the V-groove is to be
formed..Thereafter, an optical fiber 2 is embedded in the
:V-groove and fixed therein with resin. Then. two parallel
grooves (not shown) are formed on the glass substrate

••' 7

1

ba9ed on Alignment marks" showing the positions
where.the parallel:,;grooves are to be formed Light
ref.lectivft,elementsHand 12 are fixed in the parallel

~~
t-i -grooves with resin.. Thereafter; terminal electrodes of

so o Phptodetectors 13 and.14 are arranged so as to be con-
• ..neoted .tp a part of <the electrode pattern 25. and fixed
s ontothe g!ass,substrate Irwithresirfc .

•
':

a;, Fdgure;^ shows a structure of the apparatus shown
:!.in Figureji7B:prpvided in a?packagte In Figure 8. the
:i !igh|-receiv)ng

;apparatus shown in Figure 7B is denoted
by reference numeral 37. The light-receiving apparatus

;
37.is fixed.pnto the bottomiof a package 31 with conduc-

• five., resin;-Thereafter, one end of each electric connec-
rtion-.terminah 33 projecting. from*tbe?package 31. is
connected to an electrode wiring pattern on the light-

S-. receiving apparatus.S^through.'an- electric connection
&pwire 35made of aluminum. The other end of the optical
r t fb.er,extending,<)utsidefrom

l:the. light-receiving appara-
v tus 37 in the package -31 is connected to.an opticai^eon-

nectpr- 36 through-.an optical fiber output-port; 32: The
surface of the^ight.-receiving apparatus. 37 is covered

:
' with protecting,resin, .whereby a photodetector is pro-

!
-,tected from=.water^gas, etc. entering the package 31
frorn outside, .Next, an optical fiber output portion is filled

,
- with fesin. -iwherebyrthe inside, of the package 31 is

•
made.airTtight...and the package ,3i. is provided with a

. :c»ver portion: u i- - -
. . ...

.When this apparatus is produced. H is not required
to align each component with high precision in the direc-
tion, perpendicular, to the drawing surface of Figure 8

:
Each component should be aligned in a plane parallel to
the drawing surface..Thus, this apparatus can be easily
produced, by^using an.

: ordinary, mounting apparatus

35

40

12
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- used in .the field of mounting of a semiconductor inte-

grated circuit. All the components are fixed to the pack-

: age 31, so that the apparatus has 'high'. reliability with

respect to mechanical vibration.v * >- o :? - -
*

- • V f
- *

' .0'*;.-: " : '
1

'
l
-

(Example 4)
* l

: :
;

; r ;
''4?o^ o

Next, referring to* Figures 9A ; and* 9B> the fourth

example of 'an optical device according to the present

invention will be described- Figure 9A is a plan view of

./ the present example, and Figure 9B is a cross:sectional

view thereof. In the present example, a plurality of sem-

iconductor laser devices as well as a plurality of photo-

1 detectors are placed oria ceramic substrate 41 with a

concave portion. Thus, the optical device is capable of

: transmitting/receiving signal iigrit/ iir^ectivfe ^>f its

ii compact structure. !r p - * ^ ^ - ;

,
- Hereinafter, the structure of the optical device will

be described in detail. • •
'

•
^

, o The upper surface of the ceramic substrate 41 is

divided into a first region where the'Semiconductor laser

; devices are placed and a second region whore Ibe pho-

todetectors are placed. The first region?corresponds to

Ahe bottom surface of a concave portion 43 formed on

- the ceramic substrate 41 > As shewn in Figure 9B> there

r-. is a step between the first region and the s>acond region.

and the height of the first region is^prescribed to be

, ; lower byt for example, about 60 to 7a-jim than that of the

second regioa*.The reason vvfiy the Gortcavfe^^ti&n is

formed on the uppersurfateof the^bstratei^mdunt

-

light-emitting devices- such as s^rrticondLiGtetf 'l&ser

devices on the concave portion;'Sinee3tK#JpOSAibfY of a

light-emitting! .portion^ of- thfe light-er^ifting^device is

-aligned withthe opticaMaxis of an optical 'fib^trTenflBla-

tive height oft the bottom surface*ot.the^rifeave pdrtiori

; isadjusted: m "?
! -v •: : ^

Three grooves are formedin the Sefcofrd"region on

the upper surfaced the ceramifcteUbstfate 41V and an

i optical fber 48 isitembedded in.eacrv^rOGvef Orte paral-

lel groove is formedrsoas Id iffiagbfiatlytraverse'these

'

three optical fibersc48. GrW irghPr^letrtive element 42

^ which reflects light with "a wavelength of *i:55*^m and

passes. liglTt with arwavelength-bf *1
.3^1 ;^ir# is irtsertecl in

. the parallel groove: tThe"Se structufes rare f basically the

i^same as those in the previous'ex&rnples/Th^efdrei, the :

.. detailed description thereof wi^be bmitted.-- ; ^ ' -

- A semiconductor laser^arra/ 44* emitting laser light

l .with a -wavelength of '1.31- Mrfi is'-f>l£ced vdft first

..region on the upper surface of the ceramicsubstrate 41

.

; In the present example, the s^miconductor'laser~aivay"

.44 formed on the ( identical se^micbntJuctbr substrate is

used. In place of this, three different kinds bi semicon-

ductor laser devices may be aitarigedon separate

ceramic substrates 41. * -

- <* c - h

: Three semiconductor photodetectors 45 -are

arranged in parallel on the second region on the upper

surface of the-ceramic substrate 41 . The semiconductor

^ photodetectors 45 are -respectively placed right above

10

15 -

20

25

30

35

40
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the corresponding optical fibers 48 and fixed thereto

with resin. Each semiconductor photodetector 45

receives a light signal with a wavelength of 1.55 jinn

^reflected by the reflective element 42.

Electrodes 47 for a laser device are formed on the

first region on the upper surface of the ceramic sub-

strate 41, and electrodes 46 for a photodetector are

^formed on thesecond region>

- Each'end portion of the optical fber 48 is provided

with a lens 49 by grinding the end portion of the optical

fiber 48 so that the end portion has a predetermined

. curvature. The lens 49 allows the signal light emitted by

the semiconductor laser array 44 to-be efficiently inci-

dent Upon the corresponding optical fiber 48.

-v- '

Hereinafter, a method for producing the abovemen-

tioned optical device will be described.

?^r* First, a concave portion is formed on a part of a

ceramic substrate 41: Thereafter, electrodes 46 for a

photodetector arid electrodes 47 for a laser device are

formed on the substrate 41 by the same method as that

for forming the above-mentioned electrode wiring pat-

tern. The electrodes 47 for a laser device are formed on

the bottom surface of the concave portion of the sub-

strate 41 :

''J< ' ' /'

^- 1 " Thereafter; three V-grboves are formed oh ' the

ceramic substrate 41 by the above-mentioned rriethod.

;

Theri. an opticaffiber is embedded in each V-groove

»ahd fixed therein with resin: Then, one parallel groove is

formbd ;so as to diagonally traverse these three optical

fibefrs. One light reflective element 42 is inserted into the

^ parallel groove and fixed therein with resin. "
'

;
r

\

5

-* * "* Thereafter/semiconductor photodetectors
:45 and a

^semiconductor laser array 44 are mounted at predeter-

mined positions on the ceramic substrate 41. using

resirr^or a sfelder rhateriial: At this time, the positions of

thfc semicdnducfo? photodetectors 45 and the semicon-

ductor laser array 44 are respectively adjusted with

- respect to the electrodes 46 and^ 47-whr^ have already

'beemformed." !t y : '^-UQ '
1 ^ * r -'

The semiconductb? laser device ^irray 44 is placed

In sucrVa fnanrier that & lens 49feftned on each end of

Hie dptieal fiber 48 faces the cbrresponding laser iight-

- ernittin^portidn of the semiconductor laser device array

^445'Be6ause of this, l^ser lightbeams in an array can tie

cduplecl:t& each of the optical fibers in an array at a time.

Furthermore, if the length of a portion of the lens 49 pro-

'• }3cting'fc> the cohcave portion is inade larger; a portion

of the optical fiber exposed to the coricavd portion

3 becomes longer. Therefore, it becomes'eiasterto adjust

the position of the lens 49 with respect to a ligW-emitting

•

r egion of the' semiconductor laser device array44 due to

the! elasticity of the optical fiber48: Therefore, it is pos-

sible to adjust the optical coupling degree of light emit-

ted by the semicbriductbr ^aser with respect tb the

optical fiber48 through the lens 49 by moving ai
mova-

ble portion of the optical fiber 49. If the!
movable^portion

is fixed after such an adjustment, the optical coupling

" efficiency can be optimized, and V larger light output

13
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can be obtained. *
r

The above-mentioned optical device allows light

signals with a wavelength of 1 .55 pm transmitted in par-
allel through the optical fiber array composed of a plural-

ity of optical fibers to be separately received by the
semiconductor photodetector array, and simultaneously,

the device is capable-of sending out a light signal with a
wavelength of 1 .31 pm. Thus,* a plurality of bidirectional

light signal transmissions are made possible in one
device. Furthermore, if the electric circuits as described
above, which perform the respective signal processings
for the light-emitting:device array and the photodetector
array, are provided on one substrate, a miniaturized and
cost-effective optical device can be obtained more eas-

* ily. i. ; -
.
t r ;,.r A \

(Example 5) ... r-
- " v .

- c

v .--Next, referring to Figures 10A and 1QB, the fifth

*>:- example of the present invention will be described.;Fig-
ure 1 0A is a plan view of the present example, and Fig-

ure 10B is a cross-sectional view thereof. In the present
example, photodetectors and semiconductor. *. laser
devices are placed on a glass substrate 51 with a con-
cave portion. ( .

- • :l- s'-i

' ^ Hereinafter, thestructure of theoptical device of the
present example will be descrtoed in detail, i m. -

.The
.
upper surface of the 'glass substrate 51 is

1
^ divided into a first region where semiconductor laser

; devices are formed anda-second region where photo- 1

detectors are formed. -The first region corresponds to
the bottom

. surface of wconcave portion 54 formed on
:
the glass substrate 51 . As shown in FigurelOB

t .there is

: a step between the first region and the Second region.

:The height of the first region isprescribed to be lower?
by. for example, about 60 to 70 *im than that of the :sec-

. ond regions :v
. -

: i k
r\< One groove is formed.on the^econd region bn the
upper surface of the glass substrate 51, and art optical

;vufiber 52- whose-end portion is changed to a
1 multi-mode >

fiber 53 is embedded injhe groove. The^ogle^mode
; fiber 52 has a *core diameter rpf 10 unvandthe multi-

:. mode fiber 53 has a pore diameter, of 50 jim.* At the con-
r .necting. portion (between the fibers, the core .diameter
.gradually and,continuously changes from,iati"m to 50 i

^m. : Such a structure can be obtained by heat-treating

the connecting portion while pulling the optical ffoer
* toward both ends. • - • ^ ; • c t^- ; - a

• * /One parallel groove (not shown) is formed so as to

diagonally^ traverse the optical fiber 52. One reflective

. element (not shown) which reflects light, with a wave-
length of 1:55 jim and passes light with a wavelength of

.r 1r.31.fim is inserted inMthe parallel groove. - -/= : -
:

_ v - .-Semiconductor laser devices 56 which emit laser

-„ light with a wavelength of .1 .31 nm:are Rlaced on the first

region on the upper surface of the substrate 51 .-Semi-
conductor photodetectors^(not shown) are arranged on

.
the second region on the upper ^surface of the glass

" - substrater 51 ahd^ receive a light- signal with a wave-
• lengthidf -l/5§'-jim reflected by the reflective element.
; ^Electrodes' 58 for a laser device are formed on the
first region on the upper surface of the glass substrate

5 51.

The semiconductor laser device 56 is previously
placed on a ceramic substrate 55 together with a lens

> 57, using a solder material 'having a melting* point of
230°. The characterislics of the semiconductor laser

io ':deyice-5&are tested by allowing a current to flow from
- thie -electrode 53, whereby only semiconductor 1 laser

devices having satisfactory characteristics are selected.
• The semiconductor laser devices 56 having unsatisfec-
tory characteristics are removed in this stage, so that

is V they^are not required to be conrtected to optical fibers,

resufting in the decrease in cost. - >-

*t The ceramic substrate 55 on which the semicon-
ductor laser device 56 is placed is connected to the con-
cave portion 54 on the glass substrate 51 using a solder

2b- material having a melting point of 1 80?. Laser light emit-
' ted by the semiconductor laser device 56 is enlarged to
a spot 1 size of about 50 \ax\ by the lens 57. Because of

-

1 this, the laserJight is coupled to the multi-mode optical
:-*- fiber -53'- with a positional precision of several 1 pm.

26 k whereby a ihigh coupling efficiency can be obtained.
* Theilaserlsghrcoupled to the multi-mode ftoer 53 is cbn-

nected^to the single mode fiber 52, with Its1 core diame-
jiterw; being* r. gradually 1 and continuously changed.

: :Therefore^ a light power can<be transmitted almost cdro-
30 pletely without causing a light loss such as -scattering.

The low mounting precision of an optical fiber coupling
system*also<x>nfributes to the

;

decrease in cost of the
optical device. .

35 ^ (Example6) i> ^ tJ r- .- .--z. .s • V-,.

Next,.referrmg to Figures 11A and ^1 1 B; the sixth
example of the present invention will be described, fri

Figures ti>A*.and5iiB.* reference numeral 61 denotes a
glass substrate; reference numeral 62 denotes a single
mode fiber, reference numeral 63 denotes a multi-mode
ftoer; reference numeral 64 denotes a reflective element

• having a refiectanceofi50% with reject to a light signal
with a wavelength of 1.31 *im, reference numeral 65
denotes a semiconductor photodetector, and reference
numeral 66 denotes a reflective element which passes
signal light with a wavelength of 1.31 urn and reflects
^•signal lightwith^a;wavelength of: 1 .55 pnv

Signal- light witha wavelength of 1 .55 nm transmit-
ted from thecsingle mode optical fiber 62 is reflected by
th6 -reflective element 66 and taken in the multi-mode
ftoer 63. ^semiconductor photodetector is connected to
the other end of the multi-mode fiber 63 so as to receive
all the multi-mode light power, whereby a high quality
analog signal can be received even in a multi-mode. In

the case where the multi-mode light power in the multi-

mode fiber is not always received, modal noise occurs,
making it impossible to:receive an analog signal satis-

40$

-45

SO i

55
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factorily. Signal light with a wavelength of 1
:3$*icn trans-

mitted -fiDm the single mode optical filler 62Js reflected

by the . reflective element 64 and received, by the semi-

-conductor photodetector 65. .-*..* .

(Example 7) 3c l-r

Next, referring to Figures 12A and 12B, the seventh

.
- exarrple of the present invention willbe described: Fig-

ure 12A is a perspective view of a light-receiving/light- tp_

;
emitting apparatus, and Figure^2B rs a cross-sectional -..<>.

. view thereof. - -y.^'. •
" v- %

:: ln
;
Figures 12A and 12B;; reference numeral 71 \

-

denotes a glass substrate; -reference ^ numeral 72

denotes a single rrtode fiber; reference jnume^at 73 is

denotes a reflective element w^bcpasseSrsiignal light

. with, a wavelength of 1.31 artd reflects signal light

with a wavelength of 1,55 ,urn. referencesnumeral 74

. denotes a reflective element having a reflectance of

v.50% with respect -to 9 light signaf with a wavelength of 20 ;

ti
,t 31 urn, reference numeral /7S.denotes a semidonduc- - \ ;

\, tor ; photodetector which receives signal , Ught-with a
v
:
wavelength;of "! 55 jim, reference nuitieral 76 denotes a

. semiconductor- photodetector

i

r-wtych .receives signal

flight with.a wavelength-of 1^31 \m %
,reference numeral . 25

77denotes a semiconductor, laser, emjttirjig light with a

i wavelength of 1:31 ^m connected to.an^opticaWiber 72

„ outside a substrate, and reference numeralrT&xterctes

- a lens provided at a fiberrend?poriion so; asdcs^have a

predetermined curvature, m : r,--i^.-, vkv-V f - 30-~

> .Signal: Sight- with a wavelengthfrofo:t.55 firn is

^reflected by the<reflective element -73,3nd^akeni"*Vt*he ,*

semiconductor photodetector 75. Signal:Uiyht^with a

wavelength of 1.31 is reflected by the reflective ele-

ment 74 and received by the semiconductor. phctode-i: 35-

tector 76. Laser light emitted by the semiconductor laser

77 is coupled to a lens-shaped fiber 78; and, 5C% of the

< laserjight is passed through the light reflactiveelernent t>r

z 74-whereby a !
;ght ; signalican ba transmitted bidirec- &

; tionally.: The serrii^onductcrclaser^ device; 77" shcuM be 40

;formed on a substrate which is separate from bu* similar

i:.to the glass substrate 71.^ The sem :conductor la^er

, devicei 77 mayrbe accommodated in. szseparate; shcius-

'^ingt*:- ,"^ V . *i;
" ~ -C v*- v .'-'^

(Example 8) "erf*:

Next, the eighth rexample of the^pr sser itinvention

will be described with/reference to Figure*'' 1 3. i

* : In Figure 13, reference numeral 5 81 denotes a dli-

con semiconductor, substrate, referur.ee ^numeral 82

denotes a single mode optical fiber, reference riumeral

83 denotes a semiconductor photodetector which

receives, signal light with a wavelength of 1 .55 ^m, refer-

encemumeral 84 denotes a semiconductor Jight-emit-

ting device which. emits signal light with a wavelength of

1.31 Mm, and reference numeral 85denotes a semicon-

ductor laser emitting light with a.wavelength! of 1 .31 j±m.

In Figure 13, light reflective elements (not shown) are

placed so as to diagonally traverse the optical fiber 82.

,
The optical.fiber 82 is coupled to the photodetectors 83
and 84 and the light-emitting device 85 through the light

reflective^elements. .Herein, the light-emitting device 85
is a surface emittingJaser, which is placed on the upper

surface of the silicon.substrate 81 together with the pho-

todetectors 83 and 84.-

The above-mentioned optical device can be pro-

duced by the same mounting method as that used for

constructing an ordinary semiconductor integrated cir-

cuit. Because of its simple construction, the device can
be produced at low cost and miniaturized with outstand-

ing reliability. • ^. /
-

In the above-mentioned examples, optical devices

which utilize signal light with a wavelength of 1 .55 11m

and signal light with a wavelength of 1 .31 have been
mainly described. However, other combinations of

wavelengths may bemused. Furthermore, it is appreci-

ated *hat there >is : no limit to materials dor the compo-
: nents shown in the examples.

: (Example 9) -j> -.v.-. ^ ' j .
-

.

Hereinafter, the ninth example of the present inven-

tion will be described wiih reference to Figure 14. Figure

14 is a plan view of the present example. * : * . ;

Afirst groove (depth: 300 ^rh) 103 is formed on the

upper surface of a glass substrate 101 having flat upper
and bottom surfaces and side surfaces perpendicular to

the uppt,r surface. The glass substrate 101 is made of a
material which is substantially transparent to light with a
wavelerigth of 1.55 jim: A single mode optical fiber

(diameter: 200 >m) 102 covered with a transparent

•coating made of UV resin is fixed in the groove 103 with

A second groove (groove width: about 1 00 jim) t04
is: ?umed in the glass^substrate 101 in such a manner
thati the 1 aucond . groove #

104 forms * a predetermined

angle (60°) vifn respect to an optifcal axis of the optical

rfiber.lO? and is perpendicular to the upper surface of

-c\h& substrate 1 01 . A light reflective element (thickness:

- about SC pm) 105 having filter characteristics is inserted

"VJiit-ihG second groove 104 and fixed therein with resin

*45 ^108.'TTie'resin 108 is made of an epoxy type material

;lfwhich is transparent to light with a wavelength of 1.55

c^im, and rte refractive index is almost equal to that of the

optical fiber. The light reflective element 1 05 is designed

so as =to selectively reflect only signal Sight with a wave-
.50 lengtti of 1 .55 :i*m by 1 0%. Such a -light reflective ele-

-Mnent-105 is .obtained, for* exanple. by alternately

forming a silicon oxide film and a titanium oxide fOm on
a quartz substrate. In the. figure, light signals - with a

wavelength of 1.55 which bidirectionally propagate

55 through - the optical fiber are denoted- by reference

numerals 1 00 and 100\ respectively. - 1
'

'

1 * ^ :
*

> Among the side surfaces of the substrate 101 par-

rallel to the optical axis of the optical fiber 102; a fret

15
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. InGaAs semiconductonphotodetector 1 06, is attached to

one of the side surfaces, and a second InGaAs semi-

conductor photodetector 107 is attached to the other

side surface. . ,

A part of the light signal 100 propagating from the

left side of the figure is reflected by the reflective ele-

ment 105 and incident upon the first semiconductor
photodetectpr 106 as first reflected light 109. The
remaining part ofcthe light signal 100 is-passed through

the reflective element 105 and propagates in the right

direction through the- optical fiber 102. On* the other

hand, a part of the light signal 1 00" propagating from the
right side of the figure is reflected by the reflective ele-

ment 105. and incident upon the second semiconductor

.
iphQtodetector 107 as second- reflected light 110.; The

t ..-.remaining part of the light signal 100' is passed through
- the reflective element 105 and propagates in .the left

directioathrough the optical fiber 102. -

\ ->v The optical ^device of the present example is

inserted in the transmission path of the optical fiber,-

i
: r-whereby N

the light signals 100 and 100' are transmitted

. ^ bidirectional through the optical ftoer
:
102. rr » ~

Each surface of the semiconductor photodetectors

.
.

; 106 and 107 is previously provided with a- low reflect-

ance coating so that a light signal is not reflected by the .

r
. surface of a semiconductor layer.,and a part ,of the light

signal with a wavelength oif , 1.55 41m propagating
through the optical fiber 102 is taken in the semiconduc-
tor photodetectors 1 06 and 1 0?.^Since the semiconduc-
tor photodetectors

(

1 06 and 107 used herein utilize an
.„ InP semiconductor crystal substrate whicjristranspar-

ent to a light signal with ^wavelength pf^ 1.55 Mrn^the
light .signal may be incident upon a crystal growth layer

. y isidepr a crystal substraie side. ^ r :

:

, : V v
2

> In, the liaht-receiying apparatus,, the transmission,

r
loss autoptical fiber portion can be made as small as

^2.0 dB.,FufthG^more ( the distance, between .the output

.-.point of a light signal of
5
the optical fiber 102 andjhe

light-receiving portion qf thersemiconductor phptodetec-

:
,

tor, can
:
be set-to be^constant within several millimeters. ,

.
,
inierefpce, a light signal is prevented from spatiallydif-

fusing and reaching a region other than the light-receiv-

ing .portion, of the., semiconductor photodetector to

f
decrease a light-receiving efficiency. As a result, 80% or

more of a component {reflected light 109) reflected by .

the reflective element 105 among a Jight ^gnal with a
.wavelength of 1 .55 pm propagating throughI the optical

.

'
fiber n1 02 is taken

,
in, the semiconductor photodetector

106, whereby a high light-receiving, efficiency, is easily

achieved. Similarly, 80% or . more of i, cornponent . .

, (reflected light 110) reflected by the first reflective ele-

ment 1 OS.among a light signal with a wavelength of J .55

fjim propagating through the optical fiber 102 js takenJn
" tb^semiconductor^hotodetectpr 107(l whereby a high

light-receiving efficiency is easily achieved. -

\
F:urtl)ermore, unlike a conventional light-receiving

. optical device, there are .no 'problems such as the deg-

radation of a signal due to the multiple reflection effect

r of flight signaNbetween a plurality of facets including a
s r: light-output fap.et of an optical fiber, a lens facet a facet

:
of a semiconductor photodetector, etc. 'Thus, the above-

3 c, mentipned-optical device can also be used for receiving

5 JigW in,an analog light signal transmission system which
f reqiuires, aihigh signal quality. Furthermore, all the com-

ponents are fixed to thjet glass substrate 1 01 , so that the
-characteristics are. not changed, due: to the positional

1 nshift caused by external vibration and the changes in

10 r outside temperature, and, the device has outstanding
^ong-term reliability.^ v

T ^ n

(Example 10) I
• I : . ,r ; 1 ':<v.r : ."j zrt ,

15 Next, the tenth example of the present invention will

be described with reference to Figure 15.

- v- i. ,-hrMhe following descriptionthe components which

'

are the.sameas described,above are denoted by the
reference numerals identical therewith. The.description

20 ; Jheeeof will be omitted., ™- e ^ w :.. ;
-

. .
-

t
As shewn in-Figure 15, a first groove 203 (depth:

200 urn) having a rectangular cross-section is formed
<ron the tipper surface of a substrate. 201-made of a plas-

b-vfic material which is transparent to light with, a wave-
25. ; length>of

, 1 55 \tm^ in the same?way as in the, previous

v ; ,exe*mpler A single mode optical fifc»er (diameter: 900.urn)
202 haying a coating film made of nylon resin is embed-
ded in the first groove 203. H ri - ,.;,rn:C!' s^:

.i>(f<Gecpnd.grpqve.2M formed in the substrate 201
30 : rso ?as to be tilted wjth respect:to the principal plane of

L \the substrate 201, In the present.example,, an element
? 205 is tilt.edjby^ with respect to the optical axis of the
.5

>
optical Jiber^The secpn^grpove, 204 has a substantially

r/ rectangulartcross-sectionfand a groove width of 50 jim.
35*

;I
A light reflective elemert 205 having semi-transparent

cr and semi-reflective characteristics; in which an Au thin

.film is formed, so as to have a thicknessof 500 A on a
quartz substrate with a thickness of,30 ^m is embed-

t dedvirvthe second.grogve 204 with ,epoxy. resin, i

40 b. v\r -An InGaAs semiconductonphotodetector 206 with a
r: light-receiving diameter-of 300 is provided on the
upper surface of the transparent substrate 201 by a sur-

- face mounting technique. ; An - InGaAs^semiconductor
r photodetector 207 witIra, light-receiving diameter of 300

45 , jLim. sealed in a can package is provided on the bottom

,
surface of the.transparent substrate 201 ^.

f.*-c
:
A part of a, light signal 100 is reflected by the ele-

• merit 205 and:incident upon a semiconductor photode-
tector 206 as reflected lig(it 208. A part .of a light signal

so 1 00' is reflected by the element ?05 and incident upon a
. semiconductor photodetector207 as reflected light 209.

r %h The apparatus of the present example is inserted ri

. the transmission path of the optical fiber, whereby the
rlight signa's.100 and 100: are transmitted bkJirectionally

55 through the optical ftoer 202. ^ . ,« -z r

The resin embedded in,the second groove 204 is

selected, so as to have a refractive index which does not
cause a light signal taken out ofthe optical ffoer 202 to

16
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be refracted or reflected: The surfacejof thfi semicon-

ductor photodetector 206 is previously provided with a

low reflectance coating so that^a -light signal is not

• reflected by the surface of a semicbndttotdr layer, and a

//,/< part of a light signal with r wavelength of T:55 jirn prop-

- *;agating through the optical fiber 202 istaKerHh the sem-

. iconductor photodetector 206. Since the semiconductor

„>„ : photodetector 207 used herein utilizes ah IriP semicon-

< ductor crystal substrate which is transparent tba light

signal with a wavelength of 1 .55 nm, the light signal may

be incident upon a crystal growth layer side or a crystal

substrate side. In the present example, the effect similar

to that obtained in Example 9 is obtained. \ >

(Example 11) ' ^ '^ ^ <" - ^ '

- - *^'"

.v \i .
. :

• Next, the eleventh exsimple of the present invention

r • will be described with reference to Figure 16; In the fol-

a lowing description, the components which are the same

as described above are denoted by3 the reference

;r*c numerals identical^ therewith. The description thereof

1; .wili be omitteJ.*:- 1 > '
*

•
- '

'*
: '*J

'

-
-

u € lAs shown ihvFigure 16; a first groove 303 (depth:

^'^200 pm) having a ^rectangular cross-secfon is formed

on thevtipper surfaces of a glasssubstrate 301' which is ;

'Substantially 1 transparent to light with a wavelength of

: . ,1:55 "jimi"A single-mode optical fiber^diameter: 125 jim)

302 is embedded in the first groove 303. -•<
'» — l

?
\f:-* A-second groove 304 ib formed the-upper sur-

:
l

. face of the^glass Substrate 301 'so as to be oiagcnafwrtlv

;r; ^
respect ;to the upper surface. The ;

secui .d "groove 304

:has ' a substantially rectangular crcss-sfe^ri 1 arid a

* ^groova widttvof 20 ^n/A:ligmrrell^iv^^erTOnr305

(thickness: 10 pm; havingrfiHer'Characteristic^w^
'. c reflects light with a w^'elengfKiof'^.SS'jim'By 109i> and

in which a silicon oxide' film anrfS titdhium bxTd^fiirfi^are

; alternately formed on a poiyiirtcfe film^s ihsferfed : ihto

v the second groove 304. "

r
'

f^:v ^' !

InGaAs ' semiconductor^ ptk^iMec^re-SOe^nd
j 307 with a right-:r^eivingf^diarriete?^)f 300 ^m are fixed

* onto th6
:

glass^substrate 301 by a surface Stinting

technique. * v'^-^t -vcjo^

"w. s

. -A reflector 308 maddof a^Au tHmfffhPi is formed on

"the bottom surface of trt&gla£s s^ a

part of a light signal 100 is fefleetedby the* element 305,

it is reflected by the refl§ctbr^308arKfihdffifent u^onthe

semiconductor phbtbdetedbf'30Sa^r^l^ed fight 309.

* A part of si' light signal 100* Is reflected^y tRe ^element

305 and incident upon this semiconductor photodetector

307 as reflected light310V ,,Oi "-' ^ *
;

;
~

"

lV * l

'

L^
t ' In the Jight-receivingf optical device; the diStaftce

between a point on the element 305 where' trie reflected

light 310 is formed and a light-receiving portion bf the

semiconductor photodietector~307 can be set to be con-

stant as short as 100 to 300 V™-"Therefore, a light sig-

nal is prevented from spatially diffusing and reaching a

-region other than theHght-receiving portion of the sem-

; iconductor photodetector 307'to decrease a light-receiv-

ing efficiency, in addition, 90% or more of the reflected

'-light 309 from the element 305 is taken in the semicon-

ductor photodetector 307, whereby a high light-current

conversion efficiency can be easily obtained. Further-

s . more, unlike a conventional optical device, there are no

problems such as the degradation of a signal due to the

z multiple reflection effect of a light signal between a plu-

v 1
i rality of facets of optical elements including a light-out*

1

put facet^of an optical fiber, a lens facet, a facet of a

to semiconductor photodetector, etc. Thus, the above-

mentioned optical device can*also be used for receiving

light in an analog light signal transmission system which

•i : requires a high- signal quality. Furthermore, all the com-

ic : ponents are fixed to the glass substrate 301 , so that the

r5
-

. characteristics are not changed due to the positional

shift -caused by external vibration and the changes in

outside temperature, and the device has outstanding

long-term reliability.' The arranged semiconductor pho-

todetectors 306 and 307 may be formed on the identical

20 semiconductor substrate."

! 1 Next; the loss bf a light signal with a wavelength of

1.55 *im which is passed through the first groove 303
*'"

formecl' across the' optical fiber 302 will be described
;M

with reference to' Figure 17. Figure 17 shows a calcu-

25 v laied result and an experimental result of the light loss

l
' *due"to the gap ofa single mode fiber (core radius <o = 5

jim) which is a generally used for optical communi-

-cation. ' '
v ^ * ::

'~' f '
:

"
'*

: " In the c^se wher^-the gap is filled with resin having

3di £ a refractive index almost equal to that (n = 1:5) of the
f
'bptteal^fiber

i'used1n?th^ preserit example, only a cou-

pling loss as
1

small as 0.2 d6 occurs with respect to the

^ gap'of 20'^hi:'tl^ i

ficnjpling loss can be reduced firstly

by decreasing the gap> betWeeri'fibers and secondly bf

35—focreasing the core diameter of the optiMl fber. Rgure
; 1

• 17 afso sh6ws a calculated result rn defease of the core
'' radiusii'^10 *a>= fS"jimrlt is understood that when the

,r c6fe
:

radiiis
lf
d) ihcresises, witH the^ap ^'n9 the same

- s&er fheHight loss Is greatly reduced. *
^ ^

^
-

:

40 s

!

- - ; Figuresi8A ahd'fSB show^sm ordiniary optical ftoer

' 401 arto ah^ieffl fiber 404 whose core diafmeter is par-
* v

tially InGreaseS, respectively. -

0 ?v
^

'

:>* K-'i As^hOwn in Figure 1BA, thi ordinary optical fiber

-}<. 401 has a structure in which a cork 402 with a predeter-

'45 'miriecf idiarfteter is covered with a clad 4031' Irr contrast,

f5 regardrhg "th
:^ dore 402 of 'the optical fiber 404, if the

l r sec6rid ^fiSove'traverses a porticin 405 whose diameter
v:

Is larger than that of the other portibh of the core 402. a

v signal' transmission loss dtie to the gap. of the second

so - yrobve fcan beTeduced.
1

\ '

f •
!

c
In the case of producing the light-receiving optical

device, it is not required to adjust the position of each

ramponent during assembly thereof, while a light signal

from the optical fiberlsxieted^rSiJCh a light-recetvihg

55 apparatus; can be jiifodSbed by* using a mounting appa-
'
ratus usal ih the figfci bf a mounting technique of a sii-

rcbn ' integrated circuit' "Therefore, the apparatus is

-suitable'fo'r mlass^production for a short period of time,

17
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and it is expected that the apparatus is produced at low
cost. It is also appreciated that the apparatus can be
produced by using the same method with respect to a
light signal with a different wavelength.

(Example 12) * • r*-o -

Next, the twelfth example of the present invention

will be described with reference to Figure 19.

The apparatus of the present example has a struc-

ture similar to that of the apparatus shown in Figure 14.

The components identical with those in Figure 14 are
* denoted by the reference 'numerate identical therewith,

and the description thereof will be omitted. * - • • y
The apparatus shown in Figure 19 is characterized

in that a third groove 601. (width: 20 *im) having a sub-
stantially rectangular cross-section is formed oh the
principal surface of a glass substrate 1 01 , and a second
reflective element 602 which selectively reflects light

with a wavelength of 1.48 nm is inserted in the third

groove 601. r\, - . u- r j

Because of theabove-mentionedstructure.'in the
case where a bidirectional signal 600 which contains

- light components with a wavelength of 1 .3 jim,: 1 .48 pm,
-and 1.55 jjm .propagates through an ^optical,fiber 102
from the left side of the figure, the light with a wave-
length of 1.48 jim is selectively reflected by .the second

^ reflective element 602 and propagates in the left direc-

.tion of.the figure as reflected' light .603. A bidirectional

signal 600' contains light components with '

a

1 wave-
length of 1.3 |im and 1 .55 \im. ~ n -.

A Such an apparatus is used by being connected to

^ aii optical fiber amplifier (EDFA: Efubium Doped Fiber

. Amplifier) doped with erubium which is a> rare-earth ele-'

ment. Excitation Jight with a wavelength of. 1.48 \im is-

used for pumping of the optical ftoer amplifier: The sec-
ond*element 602 preventS;the,excitation light from being

. ; incident upon a photodetector 106, thus reducing a
r noise component contained.™ the output-ofThe photo-

<S Selector:* 06. -.Because,of thisr the photodetectors 106 *

-vand 107 are capable of .detecting only theHight signal

/.ri component with a wavelength of .1.55 ^m. ^

.

— Inlhis apparatus, the photodetector 106 is used for

^monitoring the output of the optical fiber amplifier^ and
.

the photodetector. 107. is used for. monitoring reflected

light returning from outside after being reflectedby the
.optical fiber amplifier.

, .33 u y.:
, *;.L*i In the present example, resin having a refractive

—index almost equal to that of the ^optical fiber .fills

between the second element 602 and the side wails of: ;

* ;the third groove. This suppresses; the refraction and
scattering reflection of signal light, and hence, a trans-

mission loss hardly increases. An optical member for fil-

tering excitation light is integrated with^ the ^ glass
substrate 101 . so that an apparatus having high reliabil- ;

»
; itywith respect to mechanical vibration can be provided.

(Example i3)-'o> n* '
.

'* : "Wext;Mhe thirteenth example of thb present inven-
tion will be described with reference to Figure 20/

5:!
- In' theYpresent example, the optical device of the

- example (Example 1 1) shown in Figure 16 is integrated
on a substrate,together with an electric amplffier.

: As described above, parts of optical fibers 701 and
701' are embedded in a groove of a glass substrate

10. 301
.
An electric wiring pattern 703 is previously"formed

' on the'glass substrate 301 , and photodetectors 306 and
307, and an electric integrated'tircurt element 702 hav-

\ ing a preamplifier circuit' are-formed on the glass sub-
strate 301 so as torbe connected to the electric wiring

is. :i'patterh;703. ^ ». ^- \ .

^. The glass substrate 301 is fixed onto the bottom
*'** portion of a package 705 with conductive resin. There-

'* after, one end of each electric connection terminal 704
* * projecting from the package 705 is connected to the

20 electric .wiringpattern 703"on the glass-substrate^ 301
through an electric connection wire made of aluminum.

?' ''The optical ftoer 701 extends outside from the package
r n^705- through an optical fiber output port. Next, the opti-

- cakfiber;output portion is filled with resin, whereby the
25c inside -ol the package 705 is made air-tight, and the
n package 705 is provided with a cover- portion -

• rs v - 'When this apparatus is produced.^ is'not required
; hto align each component with high precision in the direc-
tion perpendicular 'to thedrawing: surface of Figure' 20.

30 Each component should be aligned in a plane-parallel to

j r .the^drawing sjLirfacec iThusrthis apparatus can be easily
•<^produced-: by. using' an' ordinary mounting apparatus
- usedvin the:field of mounting of a semiconductor inte-

grated circuit. All the components iare fixed to the pack-
35. i.age»705; so that the apparatus has high reliability with
10 respectfto mechanical vibration.. ^ -

':

:

: ;

^

A ii
: As described above, the present invention has the

h -.following outstanding effectsran optical device used in a
: system:for bidirectional lighHransmission' using an opti-

ma - cal ffoer can bern^niaturized^ihtearated, and made
light-weight; in addition, the optical device can be pro-

!
reduced at low cost with improved productivity: Thus, the

L- present invention has a jgreat industrial significance:

45 (Example 14)- v -c * w ^ , , v, * - ri.

~ Hereinafter, the fourteenth example of the present
invention will be described with reference to Figures 21

.and 22. ••"!•,;. v-. -

so - ;i
.

In theipresent. example, a first groove 1103 (width:

150 nm; depthr:150 |im) having a rectangular cross-
section is.formed on the upper surface of a glass SLrit>-

strate 1101: One end portion of an optical fiber 1102 is

embedded in the first groove.1 1 03 and fixed therein with
*5 a transparent epoxy type resin material. The glass sub-

strate 1 1 01 - is provided with' a tilted facet 1 104 obtained
by cutting witha dicing saw.; In the present exanrple, the
facet1102.is formed in such a manner that the direction

18
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of the normal to the facet 1104 forms an anglevof 30°

with respect to the optical axis of the optical fiber 1102.

For the reasons described later, .this =mgle is set in the

range of 5° to 40°. ... . ,

v, ;v
. ;< u ,

A reflector 1105 is attached and fixed to the tilted

-facet 1104 with resin. The reflector 1105 is formed by

layering titanium (Ti) and gold (Au) oh a quartz sub-

strate. An InGaAs semiconductor photodetector 1106 is

provided on the upper surface of the glass substrate

1101: Alight signal 11 07 with a wavelength of 1.3-jim is

. reflected by the reflector 1105 and incident upon a sem-

iconductor photodetector as reflected light 1108; ,

: r„ , In the present example, the refractive index of the

- resin is set to be almost the same as that of the optical

fiber 1102. Because of this, light signal is:not scattered

;
since physical-roughness (minute unevenness) caused

; by cutting the facet 11 04 is negligible by definition in the

field, of optics. The light signal is efficiently, corrvarted

, into an electric signal by the semiconductor;photodetec-

^tpr 1 10G placed jn the reflection direction of the light sig^

%-Cit

* In the.light-receiving optical device, the^distance

. .betv/een.tlte output, pointof. a light signal of the optical

fiber 1102 and the light-receiving portion; of the semi-

conductor photodetector '1106 can~be set to.be: short;

(about 60 to-300 jim) at a constant;value. Therefore, a

light signal is prevented from spatially diffusing and

reaching a/egion other than the lightrrecelvins portion

f'cf the semicondutfor photodetector to;<tecrea3e alight-

feceiv/ing efficiency. As a result; 90% cr more of the tight;

, signal with a wavelength 1:3 jam propagating through

the optical fiber v* 102 is taken in the semjconductor.pho-

todetector.1106, whereby a high light receiving effi-

ciency is easily achieved, n -
.

~ *•/
. .

:

, Next, Rgure 22 shows the depenJence'of a- return

.

loss on a facet tilt angle rThe abscissa axis of a- graph of

Figure 22 represents the angle fomied .bylhe normal to

the reflectory 05.and the.optical axis.ofithe opticaMiber

-.1 1.02, and - the ordinate axis represents the*retum loss

(optical reflectance): seers from the incident side bUhe-
optical ffaer tiOZ: r-J l

:\c t t rr t)m:.- - vg.V,-/

j

ln/the case-of ^n angle of 5° or less, the return light

reflected fromlthe. surface of: the reflector-v! 105 is fed

back to the optical fiber 1 1 02. In the case of an angle of

40° or more (the case of 45° or more is; not considered -

in terms of a structure), the return light reflected from

the surface ofthe semiconductor piiotodetector-1 106 is

fed back to. the optical ffoerH02.M \.j ^ - /*•-.;r > '

In the case where the reflected return light is large,

multiple reflection occurs with : respect to.;the; reflective

facet of. an -external opticalconnector;-degrading ihe

quality of the received light signal. However, according

to the present invention; since the angle is set in the

. range of 5° to 40°, as is apparent from*Figure* 22, there

. are no problems such as the degradation of a signal due

.

to the .multiple reflection^between a plurality of optical

facets including a lightroutput facet of an optical fiber, a

. facet of a lens as used in a conventional photodetector,

aJacet of a semiconductor photodetector, etc. Thus, the

_ .
- above-mentioned optical device can also be used for

, receiving light in an analog light signal transmission sys-

tem which requires a high signal quality.

5 Moreover, in the embodiment of the present inven-

tion, the optical device is small because it does not use

an optical component such as a lens. Furthermore, all

the components are fixed to the glass substrate 1101,

so that the characteristics are not changed due to the

to positional shift caused by external vibration and

changes in outside temperature,: and the device has

outstanding long-term reliability.

/ Next, a method for producing a light-receiving

apparatus .will be described with reference to Figures

rs; 23A through 23D.

<:Kr • -First; as shown,in Figure 23A, a first groove 1103
having-a rectangular cross-section . is formed on the

upper surface of a glass substrate 1 1 01 by mechanical

cutting. An electrode material is previously vacuum-
20 .: deposited on the upper surface of the glass substrate

1101, and a desired electrode pattern is formed by the

subsequent photolithography and etching steps. During

r these steps,* "alignment marks (not shown)* showing

k Lithe position where a facet 1104 is to be provided and
25 * the position where a photodetector is 1o be provided are

simultaneously formed on the upper surface ofthe glass

t -substrate 1101-- j ^ -

1

. ; v

i > ;v- r Next, as shown in Figure 23B, an optical ffeer 1102

ri « is embedded inthefirstgroove 1103 with a resin mate-

30 rial Thereafter, the resin is cured. * ::»

Next, a portion represented by the above-men-
^ tioned "alignment mark", on the glass substrate 1101,

v-Kfi.eJ; a pbrtion represented by a broken line in Figure

- is cut by a cutting apparatus called a wire saw or a
35 ' dicing saw. Thus, as shown in Rgure 23C, a substrate

v^facet 1104: is formed at a predetermined angle with

l fespect to the optical. axis of the optical fiber 1102:?

£ ; Next, as shown in Figure 23D, aJight reflective ele-

ment 1105 is attached- arvd fixed to the substrate facet

40 VHO4 with resin. A semiconductor photodetector 1106 is

i -™ a!so placet* "usiny resin at a predetermined position rep-

resented by the alignment mark If a resin material

.r which is cui ed by external irradiation of. UV light is used,

y
, the semiconductor photodetector can be fixed to the

predetermined position without requiring a long curing

v-^mer sV^'j %v '-. ^ u .

• * / :+
'

•
•*

The light-receiving apparatus can 1 be produced by

£ using any secondary mounting means used for mount-
'

; ing an existing silicon integrated circuit without adjusting

so;-: positions. while.detecting a light signal from an optical

r fiber. Therefore," the apparatus can be mass-produced

in a short period of time at low cost: 4

- : ~ ^

55

(Example "15> .

*

*, ^ * > ^ * * ;
^

- Next, the fifteenth example of the present invention

will be described with reference to Figure 24.

Reference numeral 1401 denotes a glass substrate

: 19
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which is transparent to a wavelength of a light signal, l -

reference numeral 1402 denotes an optical fiber, and (

- reference numeral 1403 denotes a first groove (width:

.150 urn; depth: 150 ^m) formed in the glass substrate

1401, having a rectangular cross^section, in which a 5
part of the optical fiber 1402 is embedded and fixed with

a transparent epoxy type resin material.

Reference numeral 1 404 denotes a substrate facet,

reference numeral 1405 denotes a^ reflector, reference

numeral 1406 denotes a semiconductor photodetector, io

reference numeral 1407 denotes a light signal with a
wavelength of .1.3 |im, and reference numeral 1408
denotes reflected light. They are similar to those in the

example shown in Figure 21 : The light signal 1407'prop-

agates through the 1 optical fiber 1402, is
1 reflected is

upward by the reflector 1405 attached and fixed to the

substrate facet 1404, is taken out of the optical ffcer

1402, reaches a light-receiving portion of the semicon-
ductor photodetector 1406 placed on the principal plane

. * of the substrate through the transparent glass substrate 20 ^ ;

;1401; and is converted into an eleictric; signal/ In this

light-receiving apparatus,;outstandirig characteristics as
described in Example 14 can also be obtained.

; (Example.16) :> *i '
( ^-a c ^j^, 25

Next, the sixteenth example of the present invention

. will be described with reference to Figures 25, Z6A; and
26B.Wn Figure 25. reference numeral 1501 . denotes a £

silicon substrate, reference numeral 1502 denotes an
optical fiber, reference numeral 1503 denotes a first

groove with a width of 1 40 urn, reference numeral* 1504
denotes a substrate facet; reference numeral 1505

. denotes- a r reflector, and v reference -numeral i 1506
denotes a slit .with a width of 20 urn which i is a third 35

groove and forms a predetermined angle with respect to 1.

... the optical axis of the;optical fiber in the principal plane
of the substrate 1501 . Reference numeral 1507 denotes
afilter, made t)ta rtelectric/multi-layertfilm on a^polyim-

j ide film.which passeslight with a wavelerrgttvof 1.3 urn-- 40

> and reflects light with
t
a wavelength of 1:55 fim, fefer-

: ence numeral 1508 denotes an InGaAs semiconductor
t photodetector, reference. : numeral ' 1509 denotes : an
epoxy type resin, having a,refractive index which is sub-

stantially the same as that of the optical fiber,'reference : 45 - -io

numeral 1510 denotes a light signal containing compo-
nents with a wavelength of 1 .3 jim and 1 .55 jirn. and ref-

erence numeral 1 51 1 ; denotes reflected JigKt wrth a
wavelength of 1 .3 fim.

In the structure of the optical device of the 1 present r
- so

example; a signal component with one .of two wave-
lengths of signal light .with two wavelengths can be
selectively received. Jt is appreciated that the number of

• wavelengths and the kind of the wavelength to be
^selected can be selected by appropriately selecting the ^ ss

fl firter :1507. ... , : T .
-

:Next, the detail .of a Jight-receiving portion of the

optical device will be described with reference, to Fig-

ure's
:26Aan"d26B/ ! ;c:

*
'- ' - - j

-
•

^

> '

z
- Tn FigUre

r
^6. reference numeral 1601 denotes a

' substrate.' 1602 denotes a semiconductbr photodetec-
tor; reference numeral 1603 denotes a tight-receiving

• r
portionW the semiconductor photodetector 1602, refer-

* ^rtce numerals604 dehotes electrodes for the semicon-
ductor photodetector 1602, reference numeral 1605
denotes substrate electrodes having projecting portions
made of a gold (Au) material, previously provided on the
'principal surface of the substrate 1601, and reference
numeral 1 606 denofes epoxy resin.

Figure 26A shows the positional relationship

between the semiconductor photodetector 1602 and the
substrate electrodes 1605 before being fixed with resin.

^Figure 26B> shows the state where the semiconductor
photodetector-j 160Z* is bonded to - the substrate -1601

with the epoxy resin 1606. Electrically satisfactory con-
nection is obtained between the electrodes 1604 and

' the substrate electrodes 1605. * - - .

(Example 17)^: '4 'v.
,

J>> -

' Next, the seventeenth example will be described
with reference to Figure 27. ''* : *• -

( > ;

f
r

- -to Figure 27, reference numeral 1701 denotes a fi-

lter in which a dielectric multi-layer film is formed on a
quartz substrate with a thickness of 40 and which
passeslight with a waveterigth of 1.55 urn and reflects

light withta wkvelengtft *of 1v3 iM : 'Trie -&n^nenls
' which are the same as described above are denoted by
''the reference hCimerals^deritical therewith. The descrip-
tion thereof will be omitted.

:

Before a semiconductor
photodetector 1508 is fixed- onto a substrate t501 with
resiri rf1509, a filter 1701 ;

is bonded onto the substrate
1501 with' the Carrie resin and placed so that reflected

light '1511 is 'passed through the filter 1701 before
reaching a light-receiving portion of the semiconductor
photodetector 1508. Because of this, light-receiving

characteristics having wavelength selectivity which are
similar to those described in the mode for carrying out
the invention rare ' 'obtained.' The" same gffect is also
obtained even" in : the 1 case' Where the filter is directly

formed on the light-receiving portion of the semiconduc-
tor photodetector. > 'i.; L

^'(Example 18) r..T.-.-» £.>.?.; • - ore- *

* i Next. the eighteenth example of the present inven-

tion will be described with reference to Figure 28- ln Fig-

ure 28, reference- numerals 801 denotes a substrate,
-. reference Numeral 1802 denotes a ferrule^ which is a
; component of a fiber connector, reference numeral
1803-denotes an optical fiber in the ferrule/reference

numeral'1804 denotes& slit which is a second groove,
reference,numeral 1805 denotes a reflector reference

-numeral 1806 denotes a first grooves, reference numeral
t 1807 denotes, a semiconductor' photodetector, 'refer-

ence- numerah 1808 denotes a light signal, and refer-

20
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ence numeral 1809 denotes reflep^ecUight^T^te ferrule

1802 is fixed onto the substrate 18W^andconnected to

,".ah external light transmission
-

line .Wfough -a fiber con-

nector to be formed later. There is an adyantegeihat the

,
fiber connector is easily formed pr^busfy^ohnect-
ing the ferrule 1802^FurthVmpre, .there is an advan-

tage .that a long optical fiber.Js r:
not required "to be

.dragged , during the production^ steps,. of an optical

device, and its handling becomes easy, the description

of the opex end of the.optical fiber is omitted here. If the

similar ferrule is provided on the other end of the optical

. fiber, optical connectors are easijy formed on either side

of the optical fiber, whereby the*oonnectibn to the exter-

w, nal optical fiber,^transmission, line becomes easy. ^

Next,
,
a produtfio^mahcxi of (the present.example

will be described with referenced Figurres 29A through

~29E.:
:

:.
<:

,
t /^..

As shown in Figure 29A
t
a plurality^ firstgrooves

1806 are formed in parallel with each other on the upper
surface of a substrate 1801. Thereafter, as shown in

Figure 29B, a plurality of optical fibers 1803 each pro-

vided with a ferrule 1802 are embedded and fixed in the

corresponding first grooves 1806 with a resin material,

respectively. Next, as shown in Figure 29C; a second
groove .18f34. is formed diagonally (at a predetermined

angle) with respect to the upper surface of the substrate

,1801. sc as to traverse the optical,fibers 1803. j

> v. Next as shown jn^Figure, 29D,, one- reflective ^ele-

r^ent ieOSJs inserted* arid fixed} jr>v tfte ^eeondigroove
1804 with a resin material. Then, ssch semtcopductoc^.

v;photodetec}of;f1 the «yufestete 1801.

Thereafter; as shpwrr!in:Fjgure,29E,.the substrate 1801
is diyided:into ^ach^

s., . As :
described,a^ove, the production method isisuit-

able for mass-production, since the^first ignooves ,1806

;
and the second groove 1804 performed atra 'time;with

respect to a plurality of optical devices.^* ,
-

: ,iov : >

:,(Exarqple19}
r

;v ;
The 1 raneteenth

;
example ^ofjthe presentvinvention

,
will be described :with. reference:* to, Figures ^1A iand
31

• ^ .r>; i
;
-

: .r oo? r'iv -iv o» * £ *

!

' jvj t-- »
* •

In the present example, a first substrste.l 901 inte-

grated with a photodetector or the like is placed on a

.

second substrate 1902 having difference in?leveK c*V its

upper surface, whereby one optical fiber module is

formed., A first groove- 1903 is formec* in the first sub-

strate 1901, and an- optical fiber 1 904? is * fixed therein

with resiQ, A second, groove 1 905. and a light .reflective

element1906 inserted therein, are formed so as dicgo-

> nally traverse the optica) fiber 1904. In the same way as
in the previous example. the light reflective element
1906 is covered with resin in~the second groove 1905,

and a photodetector 1 907 is fixed with resin at a position

on the upper surface of the first substrate 1901 where
light reflected by the light, reflective, element .1906 is

received. The refractive indices of., these resins rare

almost equal to that of a core portion of the optical ftoer.

The first substrate 1901 is bonded to the second
: substrate 1902, for example, with an adhesive 1910

such as silver paste, as shown in Figure 31 B. The sec-
s ond substrate 1902 is composed of a thick portion and

a thin portion, and a V-groove 1908 is formed in the
upper part of the thick portion so as to support and
secure the tip end of the optical fiber 1904. The second
substrate 1 902.can be formed, for example, by partially

10 etching a selected region on the upper surface of a sili-

con substrate. ,> !- i . ;

After a semiconductor laser . device 1909 is

mounted on the second substrate 1902, the semicon-
ductor laser device 1909 is subjected to a screening test

15 in order to judge whether or not it shows predetermined

t satisfactory characteristics. In general, the reliability

yield of the semiconductor laser device 1909 is not
100%, so that unsatisfactory semiconductor laser

devices 1909 are excluded by the screening test. The
20 screening test can be conducted before the first sub-

strate 1 901 onto which the photodetector 1 907 and the
optical fiber 1904 are fixed is placed on the second sub-
strate 1902. ; .; ;

The height of the difference in level provided on the
25 second substrate 1902 is adjusted in accordance with

the thickness of the first substrate 1 901 . For example, in

*: the case where the thickness of the first substrate 1901
j .is 350 ^m andlhe depth 5 (corresponding to the core
?; .diameter of the optical fiber 1904) of the first groove

30 1903 formed in the first substrate 1901 is 70 -yon, the
height of the difference in level of the second substrate

v X1902 is set in the range of about 270 to 290 \im. Thus.
t''*as shownJn Figured B, the position of the optical axis

v of the optical fiber can be aligned with the light-emitting

35 position dfv the semiconductor - laser device. : As
- ; described in the previous example, an electrode wiring

. pattern (not shown) is formed on the substrates 1901
? • and 1902/ fei *i - . ^ * *

-
:

: .
-

.
o -According:to such an optical fiberrmodule; signal

40 -
t light from the semiconductor laser device -3909 can be
.efficiently incident upon the optical fiber 1904, and sig-

K;,nal, light propagating through the optical fiber 1904 can
. be: efficiently received, by the photodetectors '1S07
arranged. in a line. According to >the present example,

> 45 subscribers' household terminals can-be made smaller

and lessexpenstve.c . l;* ; . .
,
• • .

1

- INDUSTRIAL-APPLICABILITY- * ,
~

"50 r * .
- As described above, * according to" the present

'invention, a miniaturized and less expensive optical

device with a lower light loss and^high reliability, and a
method for producing the * same are provided.' The
present invention greatly contributes to the construction

55 . of various optical fiber communication-systems such as
a relay-transmission system, a subscriber system; and
a local area transmission system; therefore, the present
invention has a great industrial significance."

21
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Claims . .

1. An optical device, comprising:
*

a substrate; k : • •

.at least one first groove formed on the sub-

strate;

an optical fiber provided in the first groove; and

, at least one second groove diagonally travers-

* ing the optical fiber; >

the device further including an optical member
which is inserted in the second groove and has

a surface reflecting or diffracting at least a part
- of light propagating through the optical ffoer.

2. . An optical device according to claim 1 , wherein a
..- material having a refractive index n

r
which is almost

... ^ equal to a refractive index n
f
of a core portion of the

optical fiber is embedded at least between the opti-

cal member and the optical fiber in the second
t groove. * ~

3. An optical device according ta "claim 2, -iwherein

there is a relationship: . 0 .9^(n
r
yn

(
)^ 1.1 between

: , , the refractive' index n
r and the refractive index n

(
. -

4. An optical device according to claim 2, wherein the

- material having the refractive index nr is made of

: ,. i resin. - r> ..iL-yv p r^&r .
.

5. An optical device according to claim 4, wherein the

material having the refractive index n
r
is made of

, UV-curable resin: :i . :> ; '
t
r ,

~

• : £ii
! mO f* y !

:
s .. ' '''''naf**

, 6; An - optical ^device according to -Claim 2;nwherein

minute unevenness is present on an inner wall of

the second groove.

7. . ;An opticalidevice according to claim i ; wherein the

- c opticaLmember selectively- reflectsvlight having a^

wavelength in a selected range. . / !

8; An optical device according to claim T, whereirvthe

optical member selectively passes, light having a

r

t
:• wavelength jn a selected jange. > :<

9. , An optical device according to claim. 2, .wherein the

optical member includes a base made of a -material

/ :
having.a refractive index nb and a dielectric multi-

. .-.
k
layer film formed on. the base, and there is a reia-

tionship: 0.9<(n b/n f
)<1.1 between ther refractive

index nb and the refractive index n
f
; * : r 1

. 10. -An optical device according to claim, 1 , wherein the

. : > surface of the optical member has a diffraction grat-

. . t.ing. . : '-. vj-. v

1 1 . An optical device according to claim 1 , wherein the

substrate' is 'made of a material which is transparent

to signal fight propagating through the optica) fiber.

: 12: 'Ah optical device according to claim 1, wherein the

5 substrate is made of 'glass.

13. An optical device according to claim 1, wherein the

substrate is made of ceramic.

10 14. Ah optical device according to claim 1, wherein the

substrate is made of a semiconductor.

75

20

15.

16.

17.

An optical device according to claim 1, wherein a
hormaf to the surface' of the optical member is not

parallel to an optical axis of the optical fiber.

An optical device according to claim 15, wherein

the second groove is tilted with respect to an upper

surface of the stibstrate. ;
' - r *

An optical-device according to-claim ~1
, wherein at

least one optical element which receives light

reflected or diffracted by the optical member is pro-

vided on the substrate; : '
" • "

5 "

25

3&

35

18.

19.

An optical device according to claim 17. wherein at

least one second optical element' which receives

light passed through the- optical member is further

provided on the substrate/ ' = i?

Ao'dptical device according to claim 1, wherein the

substrate has an upper surface and a bottom sur-

face;- ^ c'
• >*ro - ^

; -ob.; : .h>

;-r i-fnr;: f ;*frt r c^h:? ^liT v^* .-c;

the device further including: ^ ' : *

a first photodetector- which is provided on
r

:
br ; . -- the bottom r surface^of the substrate and

:, r. i receives light reflected ?or diffracted the

40 .^ ;^ c» optical memberrarid ^

a second photodetector which is provided

on the upper surface of the substrate and
j> ^ , , receiveslight rreflected or diffracted by the

J.; -
.-v.* opticSal member^ '

;
1

-

20. 'An opticstrdevice according'to claim 1; wherein the

substrate has an upper surface and a bottom sur-

- tiac^ on which a reflector is attached; ;
-

?
^

so . ^ 1

i thedevice further including: 7
1

a first photodetector which is provided on
" ~ r * the upper surface of- the substrate and
:v . receives light reflected or diffracted by the

55 , -.i-i ; ^optical member; and * •

-
. - :

r
c a second photodetector which is provided

*

1

-j-.r;. on the upper surface of the substrate and
receives light reflected or diffracted by the

22
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optical merrt>er.yia tfie reflector.

21. An optical device according to claim 1, wherein the

. substrate has an upper surface,;a bqftom surface,

and a plurality of side surfaces..,
. . „>

. the device further including: * -
j .„

a first photodetector which is provided on

; one of the plurality of side surfaces of the

. w substrate and receives light reflected or

diffracted by the optical member; and

?v lt ., v ,. a second photodetector which is provided

i
on another side surface of fthe plurality of

side surfaces of the substrate and. receives

light reflected or diffracted by the optical

- •

. ; > .member. T ;;: ; -,• * .-:-,
p

22. An optical device according to claim.-l 7,: wherein

the optical element is a photodetector which gener^

. r ates an electric signal in accordance with received

23. An optical device according Jto clairjrr 22* wherein

the photodetector is fixed onto the substrate. .

*

;
24w An ,optical device according to claim 23; wherein a

( i ,
,
materjaLhaving a refractive index nptwhich is almost

equal to a refractive jndex n
f
of a core portion of the

optical fiber is embedded between a light-receiving

. ,^ surface of the photodetector; anr! the substrate. ;

25. An optical device according to claim 24^ wherein a

low reflectance film is formed on the light-receiving

surface of the p£o*<#etectciv r.-s ? r

2J6..;
An optical[d&Ace according .to; claim 1, wherein the

: ]
renumber of the second groove is plural, and optical

M ; ^members having different; fliter.characteristics are
*

inserted in the plurality of second grooves, respec-

-,;v tively. . : k u ,*
.

..'^^^ *-r
;:

'
f ^ v-4.

:
.:.w

.
27.-An optical device according Jo. claim 1, wherein the

number of the first groove is plwal? the number of

the second groove is singular, and the single sec- i

. .

uond groove traverses the plurality ot first grooves.

28. An optical device according to claim .T.iWherein the

number of the first groove is plural, and the plurality

of first grooves *.are aarrangad^ on -the substrate

almost in parallel with each other.

29. An optical device according to claim 1, wherein a

T y ; third groove is formed on the substrate in a direction

crossing the first groove, another optical fiber is pro- :
.

T vided; in the third groove, and light reflected or dif-

fracted by
;
the optical ; member is coupled to the

.
-

s another optical ftoer: •
. . 7 . ^ *

.

30. An optical device according to claim 1. wherein

laser light emitted by a semiconductor laser is cou-

pled to an end portion of the optical fiber.

5 31. An optical device according to claim 30. wherein

the substrate has a concave portion on the upper

surface, a semiconductor laser is provided on the

: ,
concave portion of the substrate, the end. portion of

: the optical fiber is formed in a lens shape, and light

10 emitted by the semiconductor laser is optically cou-

pled to the optical fiber. .

32. (An optical .device according to claim 31. wherein

,n the end portion of the.opticaf ffaer. has a movable

15 portion capable of moving a position of the lens-

: shaped portion relative to the semiconductor laser

device., and the movable portion is fixed in such a

^ v. manner that light, emitted; by the semiconductor

..1 .laser is optically coupled to the optical fiber.

20 - y \ .
- •

:.. ~ '
'* ••-

33. An optical device according to claim 30, wherein

the substrate has a concave portion on the upper

surface/ and the device included a semiconductor

.
r
^.w laser provided on the concave portion of the sub-

25 . . : strate and a lens which optically couples light emit-

ted by the semiconductor laser to the optical fiber.

34; An optical device according to claim 33. wherein a

support member sipporting the semiconductor

30 laser and the lens is provided on the concave por-

:

~
:, tion ov the substrate. . : i,,^ >~

35. An optical device according to claim 33; wherein

the semiconductor laser provided on the support

35-
; member is placed on the concave portion of the

'
! - ;f substra* 3 after being selected by a' test .

36. An optical device according to claim 30, wherein a

? .:* ^photodetector which receives a part of faser -fight

4oc ^frorrr the semiconductor laser is -^provided on the

substrate. . ~ ^
xr

\> 27; An optical device according to claim 1. wherein the

3 v ^ optical fibers has a first portion which functions as a

45 single mode fiber in a wavelaigth band of signal

light propagating through the optical fiber, a second

r : i portion which functions as a multi-mode fiber in the

wavelength band of the signal light,1 arid a connect-

- ; i> i ing.portion connecting: the* first portion to the sec-

> so - i * ond^portion, and a core diameter of the connecting

" ^portion gradually and continuously changes from

the first portion to the second portion,

,38.5 An optical device according to claim 37, wherein a

55 ... core diameter of the second portion which functions

as the multi-mode fiber of the optical ffoer is

increased by heat-treating a part of a single mode
fiber.- ~ k

•

23
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39. An optical device according to claim 29, wherein
the another optical fiber in the third groove is made
of a multi-mode fber, and a photodetector which
receives light reflected or diffracted by the optical

-. member through the another optical fiber is further

provided. f-*

40. An optical device according to claim 1 7. wherein an
electric wiring pattern is formed on the substrate,

and the photodetector is connected to the electric

wiring pattern. .

:

41. An optical device according to claim 40, wherein a
' semiconductor' electric element which conducts a
signalprocessing of the photodetector is connected
to the electric wiring pattern. , l

4

42. An optical deivice according to claim 1 f wherein one
end of the optical fiber 'is provided with an optical

connector so as to be connected to another optical
- :

'

;̂ i?:,
"fiber.

:

-
•

'* ' V *
.
t - c-o v-

.

.

^ :43. An optical device according to d'aim '1 .-further com-
*' prising a protecting film formed so as"" to cover an

^ ' upper surfacebf-the substrate:" *

,; !

44. An optical device according to claim 1, wherein the
'

'

" substrate is accommodated in a
1

housing having an
output port of the optical fiber arid a plurality of ter-

minals electrically connected to outside.

45. An optical device according to claim 34, wherein
r-

s

? the 1 semr6onductor laser is cohnected to the sup-

port member with a first-'sbltier material, and the
' >

• support member is connected to the substrate with
1

a second solder materiaf having a melting point
c

' ' higher than -a melting,point of the first rsolder mate-
*'

rial.
i:' ; /•'.«:- ;

46. An optical device according to claim1 45, wherein-
1

- 40

the substrate is accommodated in a housing having
s ; " an output port of the optical fiber arida plurality of

:

* terminals electrically connected to outside, and the
~ tf substrate is connected to a bbttorrf portion of the

* housing with a' third solder material having -a melt- 45
"* ing point lower than a melting point of the second

solder material. "-"-o : : . :;
;

47. An optical device, comprising: >"*r? - ;

-'50

a substrate/; "
!-

* • -
' : .

^

at least one first groove formed oh the sub-

.

1

-
1 strate; ^ > ;

-- * •',

an optical fiber provided -in the first 'groove,

which allows signal light to propagate bidirec- 55

;
~-> '

- tionally; and : 1 " < . • . k: v v
1

*.r-.r- at least one secbndgroove diagonally travers-

ing the optical fiber, V '
.

T. .1

i thedewe further including:

„ x

an optical member inserted in the second

^ 7 ^

4

'
n rl

groove, having a surface which reflects or
j- 1 ^ :

,(

'^diffracts at least a part of the bidirectional

signal light propagating through the optical

fiber; and
!i

two photodetectors respectively receiving

light reflected or diffracted by the optical

*° member of the^bidirectiorarsignail light

" ^ 48. An optical device according tb claim" 47, further

comprising'a third groove which traverses the opti-

cal fiber and a second optical member inserted *n

7^ the 9roove, having" a surface which reflects
!

' ^ ' and ^rerribve^ light containing an unnecessary
wavelength component propagating through the
optical fiber.

26
if
49. -An optical device according to claim 48, wherein

the second groove is perpendicular "to an optical

axis of the optical fiber.
: ^ :

•* tJ

56. Ari optical devifce
r
according to claim 48, wherein

25 the ^icdnd groove and trie third groove are formed
at different angles with respect to an optical axis of

- " Ihe optical fiber^so that light reflected by thfe second
optical memberinserted in the third

rgrobve is not
mixed in the two photodetectors.

- -'i^^SiW^hdi^cer -aS^ooreling' to "wherein a

! „
' ^ateriarhaving a refractive index n^ which is almost

:; c^ f ^uail6 :atefraclivejn^ of the
c bptfedffiber is embedded at leasfbetween the opti-

35
* f

call* member 3 "ahd fWe optical fiber in the second
-r-^grdbve^^ " :

- ,r " ^- -

52. An optical device according to claim 51, wherein
there is a relationship:

'I '

. - >•*.• b:9<(n^)<i;i" - -i^.i^, ;

between the -refractive :
iridex nr and the refractive

53. An optical device according to claim 51, wherein
n:-. t£ - the'niaterial having the^refractive index n

r 'is made
r.u- -jgf resin: 1 ' 2 ,--^>.:>-- *

:
5 '- " o •

• ..^

" 54.* An optical device according to claim 53, wherein
the material having the ;

refractive index rii
r
'is made

of UV-curable resin.

55. An optical device according to -claim' 51 .-wherein
minute unevenness is- present oh an inner wall of
the second groove.

: 56. An optical 7 device according to claim 47, wherein

24
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the optical member selecrtvely/eflects light having

a wavelength in a selected range.

57. An optical device according to, claim 47, wherein

the optical member selectively passes light having

a wavelength in a selected range,

58. An optical device according, to claim 51, wherein

the optical member includes
:
a

:;
base made of a

material having a refractive index nb and a dielectric

multi-layer film formed on the base, and there is a

. relationship: 0.9£(n b/n f
)<1.l between the refrac-

tive index n^ and ttie refractive, index n
f .

,

59. An optical device, according..to, claim* 47,. wherein

the surface of the optical member has a diffraction

^ grating. ... .
? c .

(i
. ,

* ,

*
t,. "/?

*
.

'

60. An optical device according to claim 47, wherein

the.substrate is made of a.material which is trans-

^

:v parent tq signal light propagating through: the opti-

cal fiber. ... ^

61. An optical device, according to claim 60, wherein
'

. the substrate, is made, of a^glass material.
;

-

62. An, optical.' device~acmt$i^£o< :Cl^im,.60,^herein

the substrate is made of a plastic material.

.

. ' . i -
•

63. An optical device according to claim 47, wherein

, the bidirectional; signal lighj has^ayelj^gtbs dtffer-

, entfrqm eac*^ base

... whichfjs .Irans^^ index

. almost equaltpi a refract^ fiber
J

\and two reffeWivegating principal-;

planes of the base* and the two rdleaiv^e goatings

exhibit different reflection characteristics, Vespec-

tively.
(
,^_-. v ,"^0 avco^

64. An optical device according to claim 63, wherein
,

the reflective coating ,is,rnade of a metal thin film.

65. An optical .device- jaccqr^ing io^plainri 64^wherein

the two reflective coatings respectively r^ave a

multi-layer thin film structure.

: 66. An optical device ,accprdjng to qlaim 47, wherein

each of the two photodetectors is provided in a can-

shaped housing by sealing, and two concave por-

tions are formed.pnithe substrate sq as to engage;

.

;;
with the can

j:
shaped housings.,.

, ;s

67. An optical device according to claim 66. wherein

. the two photodetectors are connected to an electric

;

. wiring;pattern formed
(
onthe

;
substrate.:;j :

68. An optical device according to claim 67. wherein

.. , the electric wiring pattern is, connected
;

to an elec-

tric integrated circuit element which. detects an

electric signal output from at least one of the two

photodetectors and processes the electric signal.

5 69. An optical device according to daim 47, wherein

the optical fiber has a first portion which functions

as a single mode fiber in a wavelength band of sig-

nal light propagating through the optical fiber, a sec-

ond portion which functions as a qruilti-mode fiber in

10 . the wavelength band of the signal light, and a con-

necting portion connecting the first portion to the

second portion, and a core diameter of the connect-

ing portion gradually and continuously changes

. from.the first portion to the second portion.

15

30

35;

70. An optical device according to claim 47, wherein

the substrate is accommodated in a housing having

an output port of.the optical fiber and a plurality of

terminals electrically connected to outside.

71. An optical device according to claim 48, wherein a

wavelength of light propagating bidirectional

v- -through .the opticaLfiber is in a 1.3jim band and/or

.
(

a 1.5 urn band, and a wavelength of unnecessary

25 light which is removed by the second optical mem-
ber is in a 0.98 jim band or a t.48 jirn band.

72. A method for producing an optical device, compris-

ing the steps of: > •

< . . v :

forming a first groove on an upper surface of a

V;
>, substrate; ^)3! j

.

^ k ,
r
embedding^and?

fixing a part of an^optical ftoer

Jn the first groove; ^ =r ^
'

^irs forming a $econd groove so, as tq
;
diagonaBy

, , :4raverse the: optical. ftoer;,and v
-

^ : v .inserting and. fixing an optical member having a

surface which reflects or diffracts at least a part

of light propagating through the optical fiber in

.\ ,!,v ;\these^nd;groove. 3 ;

* • -i>T:.-/ i
^>

73^^ methpdr
for producing $t} optical device according

^ to claim 72. wherein the. step of inserting and fixing

therOptiGaKmemberJn the^sacond groove v ir»cludes

-the step of .embedding^a material having 9 refrac-

?jiye index nr
.almost equal to a refractive index nf

of

a core portion of the optical fiber at least between

the optical member and the optical fiber in the sec-

ond groove. ; , > . . .
- * ^

J

74. A method for producing an optical device according

to claim . 73,, wherein there, is a relationship:

0.9<(n
r
/n

f
)<1.1 between the refractive index n

r

. , andtherefrac^e jndex n
f; o; fc J ,

-

75. A method for producing an optical device according

to claim,72,;further conrprising the step of providing

at least one photodetector on the substrate.

40 r -

45. y

In

SO

J 55
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76. A method for producing an optical device according
to claim 72, further comprising the step of providing
at least one photodetector on the substrate.

77. A method for producing an optical device according s

to claim 76, further comprising the step of providing

at least one laser diode on the substrate.

78. A method for producing an optical device, compris-
ing the steps of: 10

forming a plurality of first grooves on an upper
surface of a substrate; '

.
"

*

embedding ancffixing a part of optical fibers in

each of the plurality of firstgrooves; is

forming a second.-groove so as to diagonally /
traverse the plurality of optical fibers-^ and

'

inserting and fixing an optical member having a
surface which reflects or diffracts at least a part
of light propagating'through the optical fibers in

the second groove.

79. An optical device according to claim 1, whereinan
angle formed by a direction of a normal to the sur-

face of the optical member and a direction of an
optical axis of the optical ftoer is in the range of 5b

to 40°.

80. An optical device, comprising:

a substrate:

at least one first groove formed on the sub-
strate:

an optical fiber provided in the first groove;
and a facet of the substrate which diagonally
traverses the optical fiber,

the device further including:

an optical member attached to the facet of

the substrate with a material having a
refractive index almost equal to a refractive

index of a core portion of the optical fiber,

\

J??y ir!g_a.surface which reflects or diffracts- -

? . at least a part of light propagating through
the optical fiber; and

v

45-

a photodetector provided on the substrate,

receiving light reflected by the optical /
member of the part of the light propagating ,

through the optical fiber.

20

25

30

35

40

81. An optical device according to claim 80, wherein
the photodetector is provided on a surface of the
substrate on which the first groove is formed.

82. An optical device according to claim 81, wherein
the photodetector is provided on a surface opposite
to the surface of the substrate on which the first

groove is formed.

50

55

83- An optical device according to claim 81, compris-
ing:

a third groove which traverses the optical fber;
and

a second optical member inserted in the third

groove, which reflects light in a specified wave-
length region,

wherein the second optical member pre-
vents the light in the specified wavelength
region propagating through the* optical ftoer

from being incident upon the photodetector.

C?

84. An optical device according to claim 81 . comprising
/ an. optical member attached to an upper surface of

^ the substrate with a resin material having a refrac-
tive index almost equal to a refractive index of a
core portion df the optical fiber, which reflects light

....
* iri a specified wavelength region,

wherein the photodetector is provided on the
.optical member. "

.

'

*

85. An optical device according to daim'81, wherein a
filter having a di^ectric multi-layer film structure is

formed on a light-receiving surface of the photode-
tector. -

86. An optical device according to 'claim 1 . wherein the
optical fiber is connected to an optical fiber light

transmission line.

87. An optical device according to claim 1, wherein the
optical ftoer is provided with a ferrule portion so as
to be connected to an " optical fibers transmission
line. -

*

-

88... A method for producing an optical device, compris-
f ing the steps of:

forming a first groove on a substrate;

C ; fixingan optical fiber in the first groove;

V ^!a??wH* cutting the optical ftoer to form a
.vT. -L 1

' f^c^t tilted wh^respect to an optical axis of the
: . rzr- - oftbal fiber on the substrate;

/ aftaching"San optical member having a surface
which reflects or diffracts at least a part of light

propagating through the optical fiber to the
tilted^ facet with a material having a refractive

- index- almost equal to a refractive index of a
core portion of the optical fiber; and
providing a photodetector which receives light

reflected or diffracted by the optical member on
the substrate.

.26
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